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Kurzdarstellung
In dieser Arbeit wird die Ladungstra¨gerdynamik in korrelierten Elektronensystemen, in
denen eine metallische Phase in direkter Nachbarschaft zu einer geordneten Phase liegt,
mit Hilfe von winkelaufgelo¨ster Photoelektronenspektroskopie (ARPES) untersucht. Die
Analyse der experimentellen Daten wird erga¨nzt durch Elektronenstrukturrechnungen im
Rahmen der Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT).
Zuerst wird die Ladungstrg¨erdynamik in gemischtvalenten Zweischichtmanganaten mit
kolossalem Magnetiwiderstand studiert. Die Analyse der Photoemissionsspektren basierend
auf DFT Rechnungen und einem Peierls artigem Ladungsdichtewellenmodell, legt nahe,
dass die Freiheitsgrade von Ladung, Orbitalen, Spin und des Ionengitters konspirieren, um
eine fluktuierende zweidimensionale lokale Ordnung zu bilden, die verantwortlich ist fu¨r
die beobachtete Pseudobandlu¨cke von ≈ 450 meV, und die zur Reduktion der erwarteten
Zweischichtaufspaltung beitra¨gt.
Als na¨chstes wird das Zusammenspiel von Kondo Physik und (magnetischer) Ordung
im Schwerfermionensupraleiter URu2Si2 untersucht. Die niedrigenergetische elektronische
Struktur zeigt starke Vera¨nderungen bei 17.5 K, wo ein Phasenu¨bergang zweiter Ordnung
stattfindet, der phenomenologisch gut charakterisiert ist, aber dessen Ordungsparameter
nocht nicht eindeutig identifiziert werden konnte. Unterhalb von THOerlangen nicht dis-
pergierende Quasiteilchen mit großen Streuraten abrupt Dispersion und hybridisieren mit
den Leitungselektronen. Gleichzeitig sinkt die Streurate und ein großer Teil der Fermifla¨che
verschwindet durch das O¨ffnen einer Bandlu¨cke innehalb des Bandes schwerer Quasiteilchen.
Das beobachtete Verhalten steht in starkem Kontrast zu dem von konventionellen Schw-
erfermionensystemen, in denen die Hybridisierung zwischen lokalisierten und itineranten
Ladungstra¨gern in einem kontinuierlichen U¨bergang abla¨uft, anstatt abrubt. Diese ex-
perimentellen Befunde lassen den Schluss zu, dass das Zusammenspiel zwischen Kondo
Abschirmung und dem unbekannten Ordnungsparameter die ungewo¨hnlichen thermody-
namischen Signaturen in dieser Verbindung hervorruft.
Abschließend wird das Zusammenwirken von Ladungstra¨gerdotierung und Streuung
an Sto¨ratomen auf die Supraleitung u¨bergangsmetalldotierter Eisenpniktid Supraleiter
Ba(Fe1−xTMx)2As2 (TM = Co, Ni) untersucht. Mit Hilfe von resonantem Weichenro¨ntgen
ARPES gelingt es, elementselektiv den Beitrag der 3d Zusta¨nde des TM Substituenten
zu den Eisen 3d Wirtsba¨ndern zu beobachten. Die spektroskopischen Signaturen der
Substitution sind mit Hilfe von DFT Rechnungen und Modelrechnungen mit zufa¨llig
verteilten Sto¨ratomen gut zu reproduzieren. Insbesondere nimmt die Hybridisierung des
dotierten U¨bergangsmetalls und der Eisenba¨nder mit zunehmender Kernladungszahl ab und
die elektronischen Zusta¨nde der Sto¨ratome werden zunehmen lokalisiert. Gleichzeitig wird
in allen gerechneten Fa¨llen eine Verschiebung des Fermi Niveaus durch Elektronendotierung
beobachtet. Der Betrag der Verschiebung des chemischen Potentials in BaFe2As2 steht
allerdings in starkem Kontrast zu den Werten, die man im Falle der Modellrechnungen
erha¨lt, wo die Verschiebung des Fermi Niveaus durch den Einfluss des Potentials der
Sto¨ratome gro¨ßtenteils kompensiert wird. Dies legt nahe, dass das beobachtete “rigid
band” Verhalten von TM substituiertem BaFe2As2 eine Besonderheit dieser Verbindung ist,
welches starke Auswirkungen auf die Ausbildung von Supraleitung hat.
Abstract
In this thesis the charge dynamics of correlated electron systems, in which a metallic
phase lies in close proximity to an ordered phase, are investigated by means of angle
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). The analysis of the experimental data
is complemented by electronic structure calculations within the framework of density
functional theory (DFT).
First the charge dynamics of the colossal magnetoresistant bilayer manganites are studied.
The analysis of the ARPES spectra based on DFT calculations and a Peierls type charge
density wave model, suggests that charge, orbital, spin and lattice degrees of freedom
conspire to form a fluctuating two dimensional local order that produces a large pseudo
gap of about ≈ 450 meV in the ferromagnetic metallic phase and that reduces the expected
bilayer splitting.
Next, the interplay of Kondo physics and (magnetic) order in the heavy fermion super-
conductor URu2Si2 is investigated. The low energy electronic structure undergoes strong
changes at 17.5 K, where a second order phase transition occurs whose phenomenology is
well characterized, but whose order parameter could not yet be unambigeously identified.
Below THO, non-dispersive quasi particles with a large scattering rate suddenly acquire
dispersion and start to hybridize with the conduction band electrons. Simultaniously the
scattering rate drops sinificantly and a large portion of the Fermi surface vanishes due to
the opening of a gap within the band of heavy quasi particles. The observed behaviour is
in stark contrast to conventional heavy fermion systems where the onset of hybridization
between localized and itinerant carriers happens in a crossover type transition rather than
abruptly. These experimental results suggest that Kondo screening and the hidden order
parameter work together to produce the unusual thermodynamic signatures observed in
this compound.
iv
Finally, the influence of charge doping and impurity scattering on the superconducting por-
perties of the transition metal substituted iron pnictide superconductor Ba(Fe1−xTMx)2As2
(TM = Co, Ni) is studied. Here, resonant soft X-ray ARPES is applied to see element
selective the contribution of the 3d states of the TM substitute to the Fe 3d host bands.
The spectroscopic signatures of the substitution are found to be well reproduced by DFT
supercell and model impurity calculations. Namely, the hybridization of the dopant with
the host decreases with increasing impurity potential and the electronic states of the
impurtiy become increasingly localized. Simultaniously, in all simulated cases a shift of the
Fermi level due to electron doping is observed. The magnitude of the shift in the chemical
potential that accurs in BaFe2As2, however, is in stark contrast to the marginal doping
values obtained for the impurity model, where the shift of the chemical potential is largely
compensated by the influence of the increasing impurity potential. This suggests that the
rigid band behaviour of TM substituded BaFe2As2 is a peculiarity of the compound, which
has strong implications for the developement of superconductivity.
v
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1 Introduction
“The ability to reduce everything to simple fundamental laws does
not imply the ability to start from those laws and reconstruct the
universe. The constructionist hypothesis breaks down when
confronted with the twin difficulties of scale and complexity. At
each level of complexity entirely new properties appear. Psychology
is not applied biology, nor is biology applied chemistry. We can
now see that the whole becomes not merely more, but very different
from the sum of its parts.”
— P. W. Anderson, More is Different (1972)
The reason why I chose to study chemistry was initially driven by the wish to undestand
why, if we bring together a certain amount of simple particles, like electrons and protons,
whose interctions are well understood, they collectively form very different things like a
rock, a high-temperature supercondoctor or a complex living organism. It dawned on me
during my studies, and now after finishing my doctorate research in condensed matter
physics I am fairly certain, that nobody has an answer to that question, yet, and that a
definitive answer might not even exist. The above quote from P. W. Anderson describes
the concept of emergence, which is based on the observation that many systems possess
properties that are very different from the properties of their constituents. An example
would be a liquid or even an ideal gas, where the motions of the individual particles are well
described by Newton’s mechanics but the motion of a large ensemble of these particles can
be described by wave mechanics and turbulent flows. Other emergent phenomena include
thermodynamic quantities, like temperature, the weather, life and the mind. In some cases
the connection between the emergent phenomenon and the parts from which it emerges
might just not be obvious, but there is no guarantee that in every case a connection can
be made at all. Of course, as working scientists, we have to believe that such connections
can be made, otherwise the conceptual impossibility invalidates our search for connections
and correlations between natural phenomena. The concept of emergence further shows us,
that the reductionist approach, that is to understand something by breaking it up into
smaller and smaller parts and look at them individually, does not necessarily shed more
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light on emerging phenomena. Waves in a liquid are not better understood by looking at
the motion of the individual particles. Furthermore wave like motions are a general concept
that is not just applicable to liquids, but can be used to describe electromagnetic “waves”,
whose constituents, the photons, have not much in common with the molecules in a liquid.
Another example for the general applicability of emergent concepts is the Anderson-Higgs
mechanism [Kib09] that describes the Meissner effect [MO33] in a superconductor as well
as the damping of the weak force and the massiveness of its W± and Z bosons, among
other particles - two phenomena that exist on very different energy scales.
In condensed matter physics, emergent properties are numerous. Magnetism, (high-
temperature) superconductivity, ferroelectric/magnetoelectric and shape memory effect,
colossal magnetoresistance and heavy fermions are just a few of many intensely studied
phenomena. Unfortunately current condensed matter theory has very little predictive
power in the field. Metals, semiconductors and band insulators can be described with good
accuracy. In those compounds, the interactions between individual particles average out
and the many-body Schro¨dinger equation can be treated as a set of single particle equations.
In the case of strongly interacting electrons, however, this approximation breaks down and
many-body effects can dominate the electronic properties. This is typically the case for
materials where the relevant electrons can neither be regarded as completely delocalized nor
as atomically localized. While such systems pose the most serious challenges for condensed
matter theory, they also exhibit the most exciting electronic behavior.
In many 3d transition metal oxides this situation is realized exactly: The 3d wave functions
are extended enough to have significant overlap on neighboring sites, but contracted enough
so that local correlation effects can become significant. Local correlations can be screened
by the conduction electrons and thus they usually become stronger when a 3d transition
metal is paired with an electronegative element like oxygen, which decreases the electron
density, and thus the screening, at the TM sites.
Two very prominent examples are the cuprate high-TC superconductors [Pla10] and the
mixed valent (layered) manganites [GK04, KT00]. Both classes of materials show a variety
of electronic phases depending on temperature, chemical composition and pressure [Dag05].
In the cuprates it is widely believed that the interplay of spin and charge result in the
emergence of high-temperature superconductivity. In the case of manganites, the unusual
properties emerge out of an interplay between spin, orbital, lattice and charge degrees of
freedom [KS97]. At certain doping levels, this complex interplay leads to the formation
of long range charge ordered phases, of which the CE-phase of the half-doped manganites
is most widely known [Goo55, BKK99]. Here the charges form a checkorboard pattern
and the spins and orbitals are alligned in ferromagnetic zig-zag chains that are coupled
3antiferromagnetically to each other. Other ways in which the charges can be regularly
ordered lead to various stripe orders [USS+11, UB12, HFD01]. It has to be noted that these
kinds of orders can be constructed from simple local considerations, like the stacking of
electrons and holes on the crystal lattice and then applying the superexchange rules dervived
by Goodenough, Kanamori and Anderson [Goo58]. At intermediate doping levels no long
range charge order is formed, but short range ordering is observed, for instance in bi-layer
manganites at doping levels slightly below or above x = 0.5 [VDRO+99, SWD+12]. These
short-range ordered regions melt when a ferromagnetic metallic (FMM) phase emerges at
lower temperatures. At this phase transition, the CMR is observed. However, in chapter 4
we come to the conclusion that the FMM phase can not be described as a simple metal.
The local interactions that lead to the formation of the long range ordered CE-phase at
half doping, seem to strongly influence the charge dynamics of the intermediately doped
systems. To understand the interplay of local and itinerant degrees of freedom is thus
crucial for the understanding of the CMR.
Another example where complex behaviour arises out of the interplay between local
and itinerant degrees of freedom are heavy fermion systems [Col07]. These are systems
with a very large linear part of the specific heat, which is attributed to a high effective
electron mass, reaching up to a 1000 times that of normal metals. At the heart of the
heavy fermion problem lies the Kondo interaction [Kon64, HK09b], that occurs when a
local magnetic moment is embedded in a conduction sea. At low temperatures the local
moment and the conduction electrons form a virtual bound state in which the local moment
is completely screened. At large concentrations of local moments these Kondo clouds can
form a phase coherent state throughout the crystal. Hoever, the local magnetic impurites
also cause Friedel oszillations in the spin polarization of the conduction sea, which can
transmit a mangetic coupling between the local moments [RK54, Kas56, Yos57]. This
RKKY intarction and the Kondo screening compete and are joint in a quantum critical point
[CGW+03]. In addition, superconductivity is observed im many heavy fermion compounds
[SAB+79]. In the heavy fermion superconductor URu2Si2 things become even more complex
when a certain type of (magnetic) order and Kondo screening conspire to produce a an
ordered state, whose order parameter eludes physicists for over 25 years (see chapter 5).
These are just a few examples of the complexity out of which a myriad of interesting
properties arise in correlted electron systems. Current condensed matter theory is unable
to tackle this complexity from first principles and in most cases only effective models
are developed to reproduce experimental findings. Thus, experiments will continue to
be the backbone of condensed matter research and the idea of computer aided design
of functionalized materials will most likely stay a dream at least until the broad use of
4 1 Introduction
quantum computing.
In this thesis we investigate experimentally the electronic structure of different transition
metal compounds by means of angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy. In all studied
cases, a complex electronically ordered phase lies in close proximity to a metallic phase.
After introducing the basic concepts of angle resolved photoemission and density func-
tional theory (DFT) in chapters 2 and 3, we investigate in chapter 4 the charge dynamics
of the colossal magnetoresistant bilayer manganites (La1-zPrz)1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7. The analysis
of the experimental data based on DFT calculations and a Peierls type charge density
wave model, suggests that charge, orbital, spin and lattice degrees of freedom conspire to
form a fluctuating two dimensional local order that produces a large pseudo gap of about
≈ 450 meV in the ferromagnetic metallic phase and that reduces the expected bilayer
splitting.
In chapter 5 we study the interplay of Kondo physics and (magnetic) order in the heavy
fermion superconductor URu2Si2. The low energy electronic structure undergoes strong
changes at 17.5 K, where a second order phase transition occurs whose phenomenology is
well characterized but whose order parameter could not yet be unambigeously identified.
Below THO, non-dispersiive quasi particles with a large scattering rate suddenly acquire
dispersion and start to hybridize with the conduction band electrons. Simultaniously the
scattering rate drops sinificantly and a large portion of the Fermi surface vanishes due to
the opening of a gap within the band of heavy quasi particles. The observed behaviour is
in stark contrast to conventional heavy fermion systems where the onset of hybridization
between localized and itinerant carriers happens in a crossover type transition rather than
abruptly. Our results further suggest that Kondo screening and the hidden order parameter
work together to produce the unusual thermodynamic signatures observed in this compound.
Finally in chapter 6 we investigate the influence of charge doping and impurity scattering
on the superconducting porperties of the transition metal substituted iron pnictide supercon-
ductor Ba(Fe1−xTMx)2As2 (TM = Co, Ni). Here we apply resonant soft X-ray ARPES to
see element selective the contribution of the 3d states of the TM substitute to the Fe 3d host
bands. We find that the spectroscopic signatures of the substitution are well reproduced by
DFT supercell and model impurity calculations. Namely, the hybridization of the dopant
with the host decreases with increasing impurity potential and the electronic states of the
impurtiy become increasingly localized. Simultaniously, we observe in all simulated cases a
shift of the Fermi level due to electron doping. The magnitude of the shift in the chemical
potential that accurs in BaFe2As2, however, is in stark contrast to the marginal doping
values obtained for the impurity model, where the shift of the chemical potential due to
charge doping is largely compensated by the influence of the increasing impurity potential.
5This suggests that the rigid band behaviour of TM substituded BaFe2As2 is a peculiarity
of the compound, which has strong implications for the developement of superconductivity.

2 Angle-Resolved Photoemission
Spectroscopy
2.1 Introduction
Angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)1 is a direct exploitation of the photo-
electric effect [Ein05] to study the electronic structure of a solid. Light is shun upon a single
crystalline sample surface which leads to the emission of photoelectrons. The difference of
the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons and the excitation energy used bears information
about the binding energy of the electron inside the crystal, while the emission angle is
directly related to the in-plane crystal momentum of its initial state. State-of-the-art pho-
toelectron analyzers allow for energy resolutions in the meV range which makes ARPES a
standard technique for the investigation of the low energy electronic structure of crystalline
solids. However, the small escape depth of the photoelectrons in the ultra violet (UV)
regime and the fact that the crystal momentum perpendicular to the sample surface is not
conserved in the photoemission process largely limits the use of UV ARPES to layered
systems with a 2D electronic structure, whose sample surface can be freshly prepared in
situ under ultra high vacuum conditions (i.e. by cleaving, by annealing or by evaporation).
2.2 General considerations
The main quantities measured in a photoemission experiment are the kinetic energy of the
photoelectrons as well as the emission angles with respect to the sample surface, ϑ and ϕ,
which are the polar and azimuthal angles (see fig. 2.2.1).
The kinetic energy is related to the initial state energy Ei by
Ekin = hν − φ− |Ei|, (2.2.1)
1A very good review about general aspects of state-of-the-art ultra-violet ARPES is given by Damascelli
et al , “Angle-resolved photoemission studies of the cuprate superconductors”, Rev. Mod. Phys. 75
(2003)
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Figure 2.2.1: Experimental geometry of an ARPES experiment. Picture taken from
[DHS03]
where φ is the work function of the material, which is the minimal energy needed for
electrons from the Fermi level to escape into the vacuum. As the photoelectron escapes the
crystal surface its initial state crystal momentum parallel to the surface k|| is conserved
and related to the polar angle ϑ by
p|| = ~k|| =
√
2mEkin · sinϑ. (2.2.2)
In the above equation the photon momentum is neglected and thus is only valid for photon
energies of hν < 100 eV 2. The initial state crystal momentum perpendicular to the surface
however is not conserved in the photoemission process due to the symmetry breaking at
the surface. Thus a photoelectron mapping as a function of ϑ and ϕ alone does not yield
the full information about the band structure of a crystal with considerable k⊥ dispersion,
unless certain assumptions about the photoelectron final state are made. The easiest and
most commonly used assumption is that the photoelectron final state is a simple plane
wave. This is of course only true for very high excitation energies. In this approximation
2At 100 eV the magnitude of the wave vector of the photon is k ≈ 5 · 10−3 A˚ and thus corresponds to
0.5 % of the Brillouin zone of a material with a lattice constant a = 6.3 A˚
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the only quantity to be determined to obtain k⊥ is the inner potential V0:
k⊥~ =
√
2m(Ekin cos2 ϑ+ V0). (2.2.3)
The easiest way to determine V0 is to take a series of spectra at normal emission over a
broad photon energy range. Then V0 is adjusted so that equation 2.2.3 reproduces the
measured high symmetry points.
The main problem that plagues photoemission is its extreme surface sensitivity for
excitation energies which allow for a very high energy resolution in the meV range (∼20-100
eV). In this energy range inelastic scattering of the photoelectrons inside the solid is strong
and thus most of the photoemission signal comes from the first (few) surface layer(s). Figure
2.2.2 shows the measured electron mean free path of several metals for a wide range of
photon energies.
Figure 2.2.2: Electron mean free path as a function of their kinetic energy. Figure
from [Hu¨f95].
2.3 Experimental setup
Figure 2.3.1 shows the general setup of an experiment at a synchrotron beamline. Highly
polarized white light is produced by an undulator, then monochromized and focused on
the sample [Mar88] The photo electrons are collected by a hemispherical analyzer which
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Figure 2.3.1: General schematic of an ARPES experiment at a synchrotron beamline.
Figure from [DHS03].
determines emission angle and kinetic energy. The experimental chamber, including the
analyzer, are kept under ultra-high vacuum conditions at pressures below 1× 10−10 mbar.
While synchrotron radiation is usually the preferred light source because it provides tunable
photon energy and polarization, also laboratory setups with fixed photon energies are often
used, like high energy lasers and discharge lamps.
The ARPES experiments presented in this thesis have been performed at the ”one-cube”
APRES end station at beamline UE112 at the Berlin synchrotron (BESSY II) and at the
Soft X-ray (SX) ARPES end-station at the ADRESS beamline at the Swiss Light Source
(SLS) within the Paul-Scherrer Institute in Switzerland.
The ”one-cube” was designed to perform at a combined energy resolution of the beamline
and the analyzer below 1 meV and at sample temperatures below 1 K, with the beamline
providing a flux of > 1013 photons per second per 0.1 % BW per 100 mA.
The SX-ARPES end-station can achieve a combined energy resolutions of about 60 meV
at 1000 eV photon energy and provides a very high flux of 3 × 1011 to 1× 1013 photons
per second per 0.01% BW per 400 mA. It has to be noted that the combination of very
high flux and resolution at these photon energies is unique in the world. Very high flux
is important for this kind of experiment because the probability for valence electrons to
absorb a photon is much smaller in the soft X-ray regime than in the UV regime. The
high photon energies have several advantages over UV light: (1) The escape depth of
the electrons is higher (see Fig. 2.2.2), which decreases the acute surface sensitivity that
plagues UV-ARPES and that even allows to measure externally grown thin films that
are protected from contamination by air with an armorphous capping layer [KMT+13].
(2) The photoemission final state for valence band electrons is close to free electron like
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Figure 2.3.2: Experimental setups used for the experiments presented in this thesis:
the ”one-cube” ARPES end-station at beamline UE112 at BESSY and the SX-ARPES
end-station at the ADRESS beamline at the SLS. The numbers in the pictures mark
the beamline (1), the cryo-manipulator (2) and the electron analyzer (3).
which makes it easier to interpret effects of photoemission matrix elements (see chapter
2.6) and allows for an accurate determination of the 3D band dispersion. (3) Several
absorption edges of 3d transition metals lie in the soft X-ray regime, which enables the use
of resonant photoemission (see chapter 2.7) to enhance the element specific contributions
to the electronic band structure. While certainly having advantages over UV-ARPES in
specific areas, the approximately one to two orders of magnitude lower energy resolution
makes low energy electronic excitations, such as superconducting gaps and electron-boson
kinks, unaccessable and therefore the two experiments can be seen as complimentary to
each other – one focusing on the bulk (3D) dispersion of the valence bands, and the other
on quasi particle excitations at the Fermi level.
2.4 Theory of Photoemission 3
The transition probability per unit time W0→F of an electron under the influence of a weak
time dependent perturbation ∆ˆ from an initial N -electron state
∣∣ΨN0 〉 into a final state
3The line of argument and the style of the equations where heavily influenced by G. Borstel, “Theoretical
Aspects of Photoemission”, Appl. Phys. A 38, 193-204 (1985)
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∣∣ΨNF 〉 is given by Fermi’s golden rule
W0→F =
2pi
~
| 〈ΨNf ∣∣ ∆ˆ ∣∣ΨNi 〉 |2δ(ENF − EN0 − hν). (2.4.1)
EN0 and E
N
f are the initial and final state energies and hν is the energy of the perturbing
field, i.e. the photon energy. The perturbation is given by
∆ˆ = − e
2mc
(Aˆ · pˆ+ pˆ · Aˆ), (2.4.2)
where Aˆ is the electromagnetic vector potential of the incident radiation and pˆ is the
electronic momentum operator. Here we have dropped the quadratic contribution in Aˆ
because in the linear optical regime its contribution is negligible. Aˆ = A0exp(iqˆ · rˆ), which
in the electronic dipole approximation becomes A ' A0 due to the fact that the wavelength
of optical and ultraviolet light is much larger than interatomic distances and the exponential
series can be dropped after the first term. A0 an pˆ surely commute and by choosing a
Coulomb gauge of Φ = 0 for the scalar potential Φ we can express the perturbing field by
∆ˆ = − e
mc
A0 · pˆ. (2.4.3)
It has to be noted however, that the electronic dipole approximation might not hold at
the sample surface where the electromagnetic field can show strong spatial dependence,
which can give rise to strong surface contributions to the photoemission intensities [FFW78,
MMC96, HMC97a, HMC97b]. In order to be able to factorize the final state into the
photoelectron and the (N-1)-particle state the so called sudden approximation is commonly
used. It basically states that the (N-1) particle system that is left behind in a possibly
excited state
∣∣ΨN−1s 〉 due to the scattering of the photo electron upon leave, does propagate
in time independently of the photoelectron after it passed the surface. Thus the
∣∣ΨN−1s 〉 that
the photo electron ”remembers” is still an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian of the N-particle
system. In other words the removal of the photoelectron happens so fast that it doesn’t ”see”
the relaxation of the (N-1) particle system. This is strictly valid only for photoelectrons
of very high kinetic energy but found to be applicable even in the case of Laser ARPES
experiments, where the excitation energy is only a few eV [KDP+06]. In this approximation
the final state can be written as
∣∣ΨNF 〉 = aˆk†f ∣∣ΨN−1s 〉 , ENF = εf + EN−1s (2.4.4)
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where aˆk†f is the creation operator of the photoelectron state
∣∣φkf〉 with energy εkf at an
emission angle corresponding to crystal momentum k. Writing the perturbation operator
in second quantized form
∆ˆ =
∑
j,i
∆kjiaˆ
k†
j aˆ
k
i , (2.4.5)
where aˆk†j and aˆ
k
j are creation and annihilation operators of the single particle states
∣∣φkj 〉
and ∆kji are are one-electron matrix elements
〈
φkj
∣∣∆ ∣∣φki 〉, we obtain the following expression
for the transition amplitude
W0→F =
2pi
~
| 〈ΨN−1s ∣∣ aˆkf∑
j,i
∆kjiaˆ
k†
j aˆ
k
i
∣∣ΨN0 〉 |2δ(εkf + EN−1s − EN0 − hν). (2.4.6)
Considering εkf being nearly as large as hν, the delta function will be zero for all j 6= f and
therefore
W0→F =
2pi
~
| 〈ΨN−1s ∣∣∑
i
∆kfiaˆ
k
i
∣∣ΨN0 〉 |2δ(εkf + EN−1s − EN0 − hν). (2.4.7)
The total photoemission current for a given photon energy and emission angle is proportional
to the sum of the transition probabilities from all possible initial to all possible final states
and thus we get
I(k, hν) ∼
∑
f,i
|∆kfi|2
∑
s
| 〈ΨN−1s ∣∣ aˆki ∣∣ΨN0 〉 |2δ(εkf + EN−1s − EN0 − hν). (2.4.8)
The elements | 〈ΨN−1s ∣∣ aˆki ∣∣ΨN0 〉 |2 yield the probability that the system is left in an excited
state
∣∣ΨN−1s 〉 after the removal of the photoelectron. The part of equation 2.4.8 after the
second sum denotes the single particle spectral function Aii(k, ε
k
f − hν) of the hole state
and thus the photocurrent can be written as
I(k, hν) ∼
∑
f,i
|∆kfi|2Aii(k, εkf − hν). (2.4.9)
In the non-interacting case, the spectral function is simply given by delta peaks at the
one-electron eigenenergies εki and the photocurrent becomes
I(k, hν) ∼
∑
f,i
|∆kfi|2δ(εkf − εki − hν). (2.4.10)
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If many body correlations become important a complex self energy Σ(k, εi) can be introduced
that renomalizes the single particle energies (see Fig. 2.4.1). The spectral function can
then be written as
Aii(k, ε
k
f − hν) =
1
pi
|Σ′′(k, εki )|
[εkf − εki − hν − Σ′(k, εki )]2 − [Σ′′(k, εki )]2
(2.4.11)
If the real part of the self energy Σ′(k, εki ) is a smooth function of the energy, then it
simply shifts the single particle eigenenergies of the non-interacting problem, while the
imaginary part Σ′′(k, εki ) causes life-time broadening. If Σ
′(k, εki ) is not a smooth function
of εki satellites can appear in the spectrum.
a) b)
Figure 2.4.1: Ilusstration of the spectral function in a non-interacting (a) and an
interacting electron system (b). The spectral function is just the imaginary part of the
single particle Greens function, which describes the probability to find an electron, that
is in a certain eigenstate of a system at time t1, in the same eigenstate at a time t2 6= t1.
In the non-interacting case, the spectral function at each k is just a delta function at the
energy eigenvalues, because the probability for an electron to scatter into another state
is zero. In the interacting case, electrons can scatter into other states and thus aquire a
finite lifetime, which is represented by the imaginary part of the self energy Σ′′(k, εki )
in equation 2.4.11, that leads to a broadening of the peaks. The real part of the self
energy Σ′(k, εki ) leads to a change of the bandwidth and can even cause sattelites to
appear below the coherent peaks. Figure from [DHS03].
2.5 Models of photoemission
The most commonly used model to describe the photoemission process is the purely
phenomenological three-step model [BS64]. It separates the optical excitation of the
electron in the solid, traveling of the electron to the surface and escape into the vacuum
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into three steps. The optical excitation (i) is considered between Bloch-like initial and
final states inside the solid. The excited photoelectron then travels to the sample surface
(ii). On its way it has a finite probability to be scattered inelastically. Instead of taking
explicitly into account these scattering processes one can define an effective mean free path
which gives the probability that an electron reaches the surface without being scattered.
The electrons that are scattered but still have enough kinetic energy to leave the sample
surface mostly contribute to a background which is later subtracted from the spectra or
simply ignored. The third step is the transmission probability through the sample surface
(iii) which depends on the energy of the photoelectron as well as the work function of
the material. Due to this phenomenological separation of the events in the photoemission
process the photocurrent can be written simply as a product of the probabilities for the
photoexcitation, the scattering of the photoelectron and transmission through the sample
surface. Despite the purely phenomenological basis of the the three-step model it is in
many cases very successful in describing photoemission spectra. A more accurate, but
computationally more involved, description of the photoemission process is given by the
one-step model [Bra96, Bor85, Pen76], where the final state is not a simple Bloch state
inside the solid but a damped state near the sample surface, an inverse LEED4 state. In
LEED a monochromatic beam of electrons is scattered at the atoms of the solid and due to
interference the outgoing radial waves produce the LEED diffraction pattern. If one reverses
the process one ends up with a monochromatic beam of electrons much similar to an
outgoing photoelectron wave packet. This treatment of the final state has proved to be very
successful in realistically describing photoemission spectra [Str95, SS95, SCN+98, SSN+98].
Figure 2.5.1 schematically describes the two approaches discussed above.
2.6 Matrix elements
As shown in equation 2.4.9 the photocurrent is proportional to the single particle spectral
function. However, the photoemission intensity is further influenced by photoemission matrix
elements that are proportional to the one-electron matrix elements |∆kfi|2 = |
〈
φkf
∣∣ δ ∣∣φki 〉 |2.
Those matrix elements usually depend on the excitation energy as well as the symmetry of
the initial and final states and, if polarized light is used, also on the experimental geometry
with respect to the sample orientation, the polarization wave vector of the photons and the
analyzer position. While in principle all these factors can strongly influence the observed
photoemission intensities and thus it is necessary to measure as a function of all those
parameters to get a complete picture of the bulk electronic structure of a compound, those
4Low energy electron diffraction
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Figure 2.5.1: Schematics of the one-step and three-step models of photoemission. The
three step model consits of (1) photoexcitation of an electron, (2) traveling of the excited
electron to the sample surface and (3) its escape into the vacuum. In the one-step
model an electron from a Bloch state is excited into a state that propagates freely in
the vacuum but decays from the sample surface into the solid. Figure from Ref. [Hu¨f95]
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matrix elements can also help to increase the sensitivity to certain features in the electronic
band structure. First we consider the excitation energy dependence of |∆kfi|2. As a rule of
thumb the overlap between initial and final state wave functions is large if both functions
only have either a small or a large number of nodes. Thus, the photo ionization cross
section for extended wave functions with low angular momentum (like s and p) is large
at low excitation energies, while at higher photon energies one is more sensitive to wave
functions with strong spatial variations. As an example fig. 2.6.1 a) shows the UV-PES
spectra of CuCl measured at two different excitation energies He I and He II (21.2 eV and
40.8 eV respectively). With He I radiation the Cl 3p states are more intense compared to
the Cu 3d states. With He II radiation the inverse is true.
a) b)
Figure 2.6.1: a) UV-PES spectra of solid CuCl measured with He I (21.2 eV) and He II
(40.8 eV) radiation. Figure from [GTSC74]. b) Schematic of a mirror plane emission
from a 3dx2−y2 orbital. Figure from [DHS03]
Another rule of thumb can be derived for the use of linearly polarized light. In an
experimental geometry as shown schematically in Fig. 2.6.1 b), where the experimental
scattering plane acts as a mirror plane for a 3dx2−y2 orbital, the final state wave function
must be even with respect to reflection at the mirror plane in order not to vanish at
the detector. Then the matrix elements |δkfi|2 are finite only if the rest of the integrand,
A0p
∣∣φki 〉, is even, too. For an initial state with dx2−y2 symmetry, which is even with respect
to the mirror plane in this particular experimental setup, the electric field vector must lie
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in the mirror plane (p-polarized), while the opposite is true for an initial state with odd
symmetry (for instance an xy orbital). These selection rules can be summarized as follows:
〈
φkf
∣∣A0p ∣∣φki 〉 6= 0
{
φki even 〈+|+ |+〉 ⇒ A0 even
φki odd 〈+| − |−〉 ⇒ A0 odd
(2.6.1)
While the above considerations might in many cases provide a general rule of thumb, the
behavior of the one-electron matrix elements can be much more complicated. Bansil et al
[BLS+02] calculated the photoemission matrix elements of Bi2212 high TC superconductor
from first principles and found that the calculated ARPES intensities for a fixed polarization
showed strong variations as a function of the photon energy (see fig. 2.6.2). Factors
contributing to this behavior are the initial and final state symmetries, influenced also
by the local lattice symmetry, as well as gaps in the final state spectrum, which in turn
emphasizes that the final states are not free electron like.
Figure 2.6.2: Left: Computed ARPES intensity for emission from the CuO2 plane
related upper (antibonding) and lower (bonding) band states at M¯ as a function of
the photon energy in pristine Bi2212. Light is assumed to be polarized such that only
the component of the vector potential along the CuO bond direction is non-zero Right:
ARPES intensity from the upper (antibonding) band state at M¯ as a function of the
photon energy for two different values of the width of the final state determined by the
parameter Σf . The relevant final state bands are shown as a function of k⊥ and energy
in the lower figure where the energy scale has been shifted to correspond to photon
energy. Figure from [BLS+02].
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Overall photoemission matrix elements can alter ARPES spectra in quite unforseen ways
and care has to be taken when measuring a new compound of which no photon energy
and polarization dependent data exits. In a laboratory setup one is usually restricted to a
few excitation energies available from conventional light sources, which makes it in many
cases impossible to extract the full information of the electronic band structure even in 2D
materials, as important features might be hidden by matrix elements. This emphasizes the
importance of synchrotron radiation for ARPES experiments.
2.7 Resonant Photoemission
A special form of excitation energy dependence of certain features in the photoemission
spectrum occurs when the excitation energy corresponds roughly to a core level binding
energy. In this case the direct photoemission process interferes with the photoexcitation
of a core level electron into an unoccupied bound state close to the Fermi level, which
can decay via a spectator Auger process into the same final state as that of the direct
photoemission process (see fig. 2.7.1). The intensity modulation due to the interference
EF EF
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Figure 2.7.1: Two of the possible excitations in a resonant photoemission process. On
the left the direct photoemission process, that leaves the system in a 3dn−1 final state.
On the right the photoexcitation of a core electron into an unoccupied bound state that
decays via a spectator Auger process into a 3dn−1 final state.
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between the direct and the indirect process, which can be either constructive or destructive,
is given by the so called Fano line shape [Fan61]
N(~ω) ' (ε+ q)
2
ε1 + 1
, ε =
~ω − ~ωj
∆(~ωj)/2
(2.7.1)
where ~ωj is the excitation energy of the core level, q is a parameter for the particular core
level and ∆(~ωj) its full width at half maximum. Fig. 2.7.2 shows Fano line shape N(~ω)
for different values of q. For q = 0 one has an anti-resonance (destructive interference),
while for larger q the resonance increases. For more information see De Groot and Kotani
[DGK08].
Figure 2.7.2: The Fano line shape for different values of the parameter q. Figure from
Kotani, A., and Toyozawa, Y., Synchrotron Radiation, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1979
3 Density functional theory
3.1 Introduction
Density functional theory (DFT) is a standard approach to calculate the electronic structure
of extended systems. In contrast to other electronic structure methods, like Hartree-Fock,
the main quantity in DFT is not the full many-body wave function but the electron density
n(r) = N
∫
dr2
∫
dr3...
∫
drN |Ψ(r, r2, ..., rN)|2. (3.1.1)
DFT has its conceptual roots in the Thomas-Fermi model [Tho27] which gives an expression
for the total density of interacting electrons moving in an external potential. Hohenberg
and Kohn expanded this concept and connected the electron density with the many-electron
Schro¨dinger equation [HK64]. Through the Kohn-Sham equations, the complicated many-
body problem is reduced to an effective single particle problem, hence the success of DFT
for many particle systems.
All electronic structure methods apply the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to separate
the movement of the electrons from the movement of the nuclei. The idea is that the
electrons move approximately a thousand times faster than the nuclei, so that their respose
to changes of the nuclear positions can be considered as instantaneous. Therefore one
neglects the kinetic energy of the nuclei and solves the electronic Schro¨dinger equation
for a fixed set of nuclear positions. The potential energy of the nuclei VNN then enters
the equation only as a constant, which can be neglected if one is only interested in the
electronic part of the equation. Thus the electronic Schro¨dinger-Equation reads as
HˆΨ(r1, r2, ..., rN) = [Tˆe + VˆNe + Vˆee]Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rN) (3.1.2)
=
[
1
2
∑
i
∇2i +
∑
I,i
1
RIi
+
1
2
∑
i,j
1
rij
]
Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rN)
= EΨ(r1, r2, ..., rN)
where Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rN) is the stationary electronic wave function and N is the number of
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electrons.
3.2 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states
• The ground state density n0(r) of the interacting electrons in some external potential
vext(r) determines this potential uniquely.
It follows from the first theorem that one can express the ground state energy of the
interacting electron system as a functional of the density
E0 = E0[n0] = 〈Ψ0[n0] | Tˆe + VˆNe + Vˆee | Ψ0[n0]〉 (3.2.1)
The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that
• For any given density n(r) associated to an N electron system with the external
potential vext(r) the lowest energy is obtained with the ground state density n0(r).
The ground state can be obtained by minimizing E[n] with respect to n(r). This yields the
ground state density n0(r).
3.3 Kohn-Sham equations
In 1965 Kohn and Sham have shown how to solve the minimization problem using the
technique of undetermined Langrangian multipliers [KS65]. The main idea is to substitute
the system of interacting particles by a set of noninteracting quasiparticles, which move in
an effective external potential veff(r) chosen in a way to reproduce the same density as in
the case of the interacting particles. This leads to a set of effective single-particle equations
of the form [
− 1
2m
∇2 + veff(r)
]
ψi(r) = εiψi(r), (3.3.1)
where ψi(r) are the Kohn-Sham basis functions and εi the corresponding eigenvalues
(Lagrangian multipliers). The effective external potential is written in the following form:
veff(r) = vNe(r) +
∫
n(r′)
|r− r′|dr
′ + vxc[n(r)]. (3.3.2)
The first term is the nuclei-electron interaction. The second term is the so-called Hartree
potential and is the mean-field Coulomb interaction of one electron with the charge cloud
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of all other electrons. The third term is the so-called exchange-correlation potential, which
contains all the many-body interactions including the correlation term of the kinetic energy.
The exchange-correlation potential thus takes the role of the self-energy in Greens function
perturbation theory. The main difference and probably the biggest disadvantage of this
approach is that no analytical expression exists of vxc and hence the accuracy can’t be
improved by means of convergence or statistical sampling as in perturbation theory. The
total ground state energy can be expressed by the Kohn-Sham formula:
E0 =
∑
i∈occ
εi − 1
2
∫
drdr′
n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| −
∫
vNe(r)n(r)dr− Exc[n(r)] (3.3.3)
Equations (3.3.1-3.3.3) can be solved self-consistently. One usually starts with a guess
for the external potential, evaluates the eigenvectors and calculates a new potential until
sufficient convergency for charge or energy is obtained. With the exact exchange-correlation
potential, the Kohn-Sham equations yield the exact ground state density.
3.4 Approximations for vxc
The existance of an exact exchange correlation potential in general remains a theorem to
this date, and only aprroximate forms of vxc exist. The viability of the approximation has
to be tested, for instance by calculating the ground state energy of certain systems and
comparing the results to values obtained by perturbation theory or quantum Monte Carlo
simulations.
3.4.1 Local density approximation
The most commonly used approximation for the exchange-correlation potential in solid
state physics is the local density approximation (LDA). It assumes the local density of the
homogeneous interacting electron gas. When we write the exchange-correlation potential as
vxc(r) =
∂(E[n(r)])
∂n(r)
(3.4.1)
the corresponding exchange-correlation energy is formulated in the LDA as
E[n(r)] =
∫
n(r)xc[n(r)]dr (3.4.2)
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where xc[n(r)]dr is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a homogeneous electron
gas with density n(r). xc can be splitted into the contribution from the exchange and from
the correlation effects
xc[n(r)] = x[n(r)] + c[n(r)]. (3.4.3)
The exchange energy of the homogeneous electron gas was derived analytically by Bloch in
1929 [Blo29] and is given as
x[n(r)] =
3
4
(
3n(r)
pi
) 1
3
. (3.4.4)
No analytical expression can be given for the correlation part c[n(r)], but very accurate
numerical solutions can be derived using the Monte Carlo-simulation technique [PZ81].
3.4.2 Generalized gradient approximation
The real density is usually not homogeneous, so one can also take into account the gradient
of the local density ∇n(r). This was formulated in the first attempt to go beyond the local
density approximation, the so-called generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [LP80].
The expression for the exchange-correlation energy is now a functional of the local density
and its gradient
Exc[n(r)] =
∫
n(r)xc[n(r),∇n(r)]dr. (3.4.5)
The exchange part of the functional is the same as in LDA and the gradient enters only
for the correlation part. For systems with slowly varying electron density, the GGA has
been often shown to be an improvement over LDA. GGA gives very good results for the
ground state energies of molecules and solids, which is especially important for geometry
optimization.
Higher derivatives of the local density can be taken into account, which leads to so-
called meta-GGA functionals. So far they play only a minor role in solid state physics
because of their implicit nature concerning the physics of the included correlation effects.
Extensions to LDA or GGA based on the Hubbard Hamiltonian provide a much more
explicit approximation to the exchange-correlation functional.
3.4.3 The LDA+U method
The L(S)DA+U method extends the L(S)DA functional by an orbital dependent on-site
correlation term similar to the Hubbard U [AZA91], which makes it possible to treat
systems with strong on-site correlation effects, like transition metal oxides. The total
enerrgy is written as a functional of the full local density ρ(r) and the occupation matrix
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nl of orbital l
Etot[ρ(r), nl] = E
tot
LSDA[ρ(r] + E
U [nl]− EDC [nl], (3.4.6)
where EtotLSDA[ρ(r) is the total LSDA energy, E
U [nl] is the Coulomb interaction energy
of orbital l and EDC [nl] is the double- counting term, which should eliminate the onsite
interaction energy of orbital l already contained in EtotLSDA[ρ(r). Because there is no
diagrammatic expression for the L(S)DA functional it is not always clear how much of the
on-site interactions is already included in the functional and thus has to be subtracted
from the L(S)DA+U energies. Only in limiting cases those on-site contributions from the
L(S)DA can be estimated [KUW+10].
3.5 Extension to spin-polarised systems
Originally the Kohn-Sham equations were derived for non-spin-polarised systems. Since
the spin polarisation leads to a magnetisation density m(r) which is a functional m[n(r)]
of the ground state charge density, DFT can be applied to magnetic systems as well.1 In
1972 Barth and Hedin formulated DFT in terms of the spin density matrix [BH72]
nαβ(r) = n(r)δαβ +m(r)σαβ (3.5.1)
for application to magnetic systems. Here σ = (σx, σy, σz) are the Pauli matrices.
To introduce the vector field m[n(r)] one has to reformulate the scalar wave functions in
the Kohn-Sham equations as a vector of the spin-projected single particle wave functions
ψi(r) =
[
ψiα(r)
ψiβ(r)
]
. (3.5.2)
One can express the density matrix in terms of those spinors as
ρ(r) =
∑
i∈occ
[
ψiα(r)
ψiβ(r)
]
[ψiα(r)ψiβ(r)]
∗ (3.5.3)
=
∑
i∈occ
[
ψiα(r)ψ
∗
iα(r) ψiα(r)ψ
∗
iβ(r)
ψiβ(r)ψ
∗
iα(r) ψiβ(r)ψ
∗
iβ(r)
]
.
For an orientation of the spins parallel to the quantization axis the off-diagonal terms are
1The line of argument presented here was heavily influenced by the excellent presentation of the topic in
the PhD thesis of Ersoy Sasiogly, Halle (Saale) 2006.
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zero. The magnetisation density and the charge density can be expressed as
m(r) = µB
∑
i∈occ
ψ†i (r)σψi(r) (3.5.4)
n(r) =
∑
i∈occ
ψ†i (r)Iψi(r) (3.5.5)
where µB is the Bohr magneton and I is the unity matrix. In the spin-polarised case the
density matrix contains all the properties that are given by the eigenvectors and can be
treated similarly to the density for the non-spin-polarised case. In terms of the density
matrix the Kohn-Sham equations can be formulated as
∑
β
[
−δαβ 1
2m
∇2 + veffαβ(r)
]
ψiβ(r) = δαβεiψiβ(r) (3.5.6)
where the effective external potential veffαβ(r) is given as
veffαβ(r) = v
ext
αβ (r) + δαβ
∫
n(r′)
|r− r′|dr
′ +
∂Exc[ρ(r)]
∂ρ(r)
. (3.5.7)
3.6 The Full-Potential Local Orbital Method
The main idea behind the FPLO method2 is to expand the Kohn-Sham basis functions
ψkn(r), where k is the wave vector and n is the band index, in a local overlapping non-
orthogonal basis of the form
ψkn(r) = 〈rˆ|kn〉 = 1√
N
∑
RsL
CLs,knφsL(r−R− s)eik(R+s) (3.6.1)
with
φsL = 〈rˆ|RsL〉. (3.6.2)
2Suggested reading: K. Koepernik and H. Eschrig, Full-potential nonorthogonal local-orbital minimum-basis
band-structure scheme, Phys. Rev. B 59 (1999)
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Here R is the Bravais vector and s is the site index, while L denotes a set of quantum
numbers. The Kohn-Sham equations thus become
Hˆ|kn〉 = |kn〉εkn
∑
RsL
Hˆ|RsL〉eik(R+s)CLs,kn =
∑
RsL
|RsL〉eik(R+s)CLs,knεkn (3.6.3)
∑
RsL
〈0s′L′|Hˆ|RsL〉eik(R+s−s′)CLs,kn =
∑
RsL
〈0s′L′|RsL〉eik(R+s−s′)CLs,knεkn
This is a matrix eigenvalue problem of the form
HC = SCε (3.6.4)
with matrix elements
Hˆs′L′,sL =
∑
R
〈0s′L′|Hˆ|RsL〉eik(R+s−s′) (3.6.5)
Ss′L′,sL =
∑
R
〈0s′L′|RsL〉eik(R+s−s′). (3.6.6)
In order to reduce the computational effort one can introduce the distinction between core
and valence states. The overlap matrix S can then be devided in
S =
(
Scc Scv
Svc Svv
)
. (3.6.7)
The core states have negligible overlap on different lattice sites, so that
〈R′s′L′c|RsLc〉 = δcc′δRR′δss′ , (3.6.8)
which yields Scc = 1. This enables one to perform a simplified Cholesky transformation of
S [Ern97]
S = SRSL =
(
1 0
SLvc S
L
vv
)(
1 SRcv
0 SRvv
)
. (3.6.9)
Rewriting Eq. 3.6.4 as
(SL)−1H(SR)−1DC = DCε, D = SRC (3.6.10)
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and using Eq. 3.6.9, the secular matrix equation becomes (after some algebra, see Ref.
[KE99, Ern97])
(SLvv)
−1(Hvv − SvcHccScv)(SRvv)−1Dvv = Dvvε, (3.6.11)
from which the coefficient matrix is obtined as
C = (SR)−1D =
(
1 −Scv(SRcv)−1Dvv
0 (SRvv)
−1Dvv
)
. (3.6.12)
The eigenvalue problem is thus reduced to the solution of the valence state problem while
keeping all electrons in the calculation, which is a significant gain in efficiency especially
for heavy atoms.
For further details on how to calculate the potential and the density, and also on the
numerics, it is adviced to read [KE99].
3.6.1 Calculation of Wannier functions with FPLO
The idea behind Wannier functions (WFs) is that they provide a complete localized basis
for extended systems, from which local properties like hopping parameters, onsite energies
and chemical bonding can be easily extracted. Generally, a WF from cell R of type µ is
defined as
WRµ =
∫
e−ikR
∑
n
ψknU
k
nµ (3.6.13)
where the ψkn are the Kohn-Sham wave functions
3 in k-space and U is a unitary matrix
which gives the gauge of the phase transformation. Usually the gauge is chosen so that
the WFs are maximally localized. In FPLO, however, the basis for the Kohn-Sham wave
functions is already localized as seen from Eq. 3.6.1. Thus the gauge for the WF phase
transformation is not fixed in FPLO and the user defines the symmetry and origin of the
WF. This allows for more flexibility in the modeling process at the cost of more user input.
The genereal procedure of finding U is as follows: The user defines the symmetry and origin,
in most cases a lattice site, of the WF from which a projector function χ is generated. The
Kohn-Sham wave functions from a defined energy region are then projected onto χ which
yields the sqare root of the band character of χ within ψkn. For the construction of the
WF only Kohn-Sham wave functions are chosen for which 〈χ|KS〉 is large. This choice
localizes the WFs. If there is just one band in the given energy region for which the band
character is given by a single FPLO basis function, the resulting WF and the FPLO basis
function will be identical. But generally the WFs can be a linear combination of different
3In general this is just a Bloch wave function.
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FPLO basis functions. In this sense the construction of the WFs can be described by a
transformation from the FPLO basis into the WF basis of a chosen type4:
WRµ(r) = W0µ(r−R)
W0µ(r) =
∑
R′sL
φR′sLDR′sL,µ. (3.6.14)
3.6.2 Unfolding of bands: Transforming from the reduced zone
scheme to the extended zone scheme
If a charge densitiy wave or an orbital or magnetic order breaks the translational symmetry
of the lattice, it is common in DFT to use a supercell approach to calulate the electronic
structure of the material in such a broken symmetry phase. Because the supercell (SC) is
larger than the normal cell (NC) the resulting Brillouin zone (BZ) becomes smaller and
bands are folded back. This is the reduced BZ scheme. The reduced zone scheme, however,
only makes sense if the potential that breaks the translational symmetry of the NC is large,
for instance if one considers the substitution of 50 % of the atoms in an Al crystal by a
very different atom like Tl, one ends up with a totally different material with probably a
very different electronic bandstructure. The potentials generated by magnetic or CDW
modulations are comparably small and thus only alter the band structure of the normal
cell moderately. In the case of an infinitisimally small perturbation the band structure
of the broken symmetry case coincides with the band structure of the high symmetry
case. Yet, the supercell approach will yield the band structure in the smaller BZ with all
the backfolded bands. This makes comparison with ARPES experiments very difficult,
especially in the case of very large unit cells.
To illustrate this problem further consider a simple Peierls model [Pei30] of a one-
dimensional metallic chain with a half filled s-band as shown in Fig. 3.6.1. The unrecon-
structed band is shown in black. Due to the perfect nesting the electronic band structure is
susceptible to a periodic perturbation with the period corresponding to the nesting vector
pi
a
. That leads to a modulation of the electronic charge with the same period and thus
the unit cell doubles. The new BZ is half the size of the original BZ and in the reduced
zone scheme the new band structure would consist of the black and the red band with
a gap at the new zone edges ±pi/2a between them proportional to the strength of the
perturbation. However, what one would observe in an ARPES experiment are the dotted
lines, here shown for different values of the perturbation strength. For small perturbations
the new dispersion is nearly identical to the unreconstructed, black, dispersion. For larger
4See Wannier manual of FPLO at www.fplo.de
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Figure 3.6.1: Band structure of a one-dimensional metallic chain with a half filled
s-band. The solid black line shows the unreconstructed band structure. The solid red
band is the unreconstructed band shifted by the nesting vector pia . The dotted lines give
the reconstructed band structure for different values of the interaction potential.
perturbations the gap widens and more spectral weight is shifted towards the umklapp
bands due to the increase in scattering. This will be observed as a “back-bending” and is a
very characteristic feature in the experimental spectra of density wave compounds.
To circumvent the problems regarding the use of the reduced zone scheme for small
symmetry breaking perturbations, Ku et al [KBL10] proposed a scheme wich allows to
visualize the SC bandstructure in the unfolded BZ. The main idea is that one calculates
the Kohn-Sham wave functions of the supercell and weighs each energy eigenvalue with an
overlap integral of the Kohn-Sham state of the SC and the NC:
Akj,kj(ω) =
∑
KJ
|〈kj|KJ〉|2AKJ,KJ(ω). (3.6.15)
A(ω) is the spectral function and k,K and j, J denote the crystal momentum and the band
indizes of the NC and the SC. If one wants to plot the contribution of certain orbitals
to the unfolded band structure, one instead projects onto Kohn-Sham states of the NC
that have a large overlap with a local orbital of a certain symmetry, for instance a wannier
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orbital with x2 − y2 symmetry:
Akn,kn(ω) =
∑
KJ
|〈kn|KJ〉|2AKJ,KJ(ω). (3.6.16)
with |kn〉 = ∑r |rn〉〈rn|kn〉 = ∑r |rn〉eikr/√l the Bloch sums/Fourier transform of the
Wannier orbitals. Note that here, n and N denote orbital indices in contrast to band
indices. It has been shown in Ref. [KBL10] that the projection onto a local orbital basis of
the NC reduces the computational cost significantly because the factor
〈kn|KJ〉 =
∑
RN
〈kn|RN〉〈RN |KN〉〈KN |KJ〉
=
∑
RN
〈kn|R+ r(N), n′(N)〉〈RN |KN〉〈KN |KJ〉
=
√
1
Ll
∑
RN
ei(K−k)Re−ikr(N)δn,n′(N)〈KN |KJ〉
=
√
L
l
∑
N
e−ikr(N)δn,n′(N)δ[k],K〈KN |KJ〉 (3.6.17)
can be expressed as a projection of the SC Kohn-Sham state |KJ〉 onto a SC Kohn-Sham
state |KN〉 expressed in the Wannier basis, where the Bloch phase factors retain the
translational symmetry of the NC.
In FPLO things become even easier because the Kohn-Sham states are already expressed
in a localized basis. Thus the unfolding of bands with certain oribital character can be
done straight forward by projecting the eigenstates |KJ〉 of the SC onto Bloch sums of
local FPLO orbitals. An explicit calculation of the normal cell is not necessary and the
projection can be done directly after the calculation of the SC.

4 Electronic Confinement and Ordering
Instabilities in CMR Bilayer
Manganites
In this chapter, we present angle-resolved photoemission studies of (La1-zPrz)2-2xSr1+2xMn2O7
with x = 0.4 and z = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 along with density functional theory calculations
and x-ray scattering data. Our results show that the bilayer splitting in the ferromagnetic
metallic phase of these materials is small, if not completely absent. The charge carriers
are therefore confined to a single MnO2-layer, which in turn results in a strongly nested
Fermi surface. In addition to this, the spectral function also displays clear signatures of an
electronic ordering instability well below the Fermi level. The increase of the corresponding
interaction strength with z and its magnitude of ∼400 meV, make the coupling to a bare
phonon highly unlikely. Instead we conclude that a fluctuating order, involving electronic
and lattice degrees of freedom, cause the observed renormalisation of the spectral features.
4.1 Introduction
An important issue in the field of correlated electron physics concerns the relationship
of collective charge carrier dynamics and electronic ordering tendencies [FK10]. In the
limiting case where the interactions between the electrons are weak and the kinetic energy
dominates, the resulting many-particle system can be described as a metallic Fermi-liquid
of non-interacting quasiparticles. This changes dramatically, if the interactions between the
electrons are strong and the dominant role of the kinetic energy is lost. In this limit, the
charge carriers can crystallize, resulting in insulating behavior and static spatial modulations
of the electronic system. In contrast to the Fermi-liquid, these electronic crystals typically
break the symmetry of the underlying nuclear lattice.
A most intriguing case might be realized just in between these two limits, where neither
the interactions between the electrons nor the kinetic energy is dominating. In these cases,
electronic liquid crystals may emerge, where the electrons crystallize to some extend, while
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still forming a conductive phase [FKLM10]. Electronic liquid crystals, and more specifically
nematic electronic order, are currently discussed intensively in relation to unconventional
superconductivity and the pseudo-gap phase of the high-temperature superconducting
cuprates [LFL+10, KFE98, HHF+08]. There are also clear indications for such an ordering
in some of the new iron pnictide superconductors [CAL+10].
The observed proximity of metallic and ordered phases in doped manganites shows that
also in these materials ordering tendencies and kinetic energy both are important and
competing [TN00, Tok06]. It is also widely believed that this competition lies at the heart of
the famous colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect, but the detailed physical mechanisms
driving the CMR still remain to be fully understood.
u
Figure 4.1.1: Crystal structures of the Ruddlesdon-Popper phases (R,A)n+1MnnO3n+1
with n = 1, 2, 3 and ∞.
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The CMR manganites crystallize in perovskite structures known as the Ruddlesden-
Popper phases (see Fig. 4.1.1). They consist of perovskite layers, where each manganese
atom is coordinated octahedrally by oxygen. Those layers can be stacked in various ways.
For instance if each layer is shifted with respect to the previous layer by (1
2
a, 1
2
a), the
single layer phase is formed with the chemical formula (R,A)2MnO4, where R is a rare
earth element and A an earthalkali metal. If all layers are instead stacked on top of each
other the infinite layer compound is formed with formula (R,A)AMnO3. In between these
two limiting cases any other combination of stacked and shifted layers can be formed as
well. The bilayer manganites have the general formula (R,A)3Mn2O7. Among the bilayer
manganites, the La-Sr compounds with the general formula La2-2xSr1+2xMn2O7 are most
widely studied. The stoichiometric compound with x = 0 is an antiferromagnetic, orbital
ordered insulator. With increasing x, i.e. hole doping, a complex phase diagram is observed
(see Fig. 4.1.3), in which complex ordered phases can arise at certain doping levels which
arise out of the complex interplay between charges, spins orbital and lattice degrees of
freedom that is peculiar for doped manganites (see Fig. 4.1.2). Between 0.3 ≤ x < 0.5 a
ferromagnetic metallic phase developes at temperatures below 130 K. Applying a magnetic
field at temperatures around this phase transition leads to a large change in the resistivity
of up to 10 000 % for x = 0.4.
The nature of this metallic phase and its relation to the CMR is still under debate [Dag05].
However, the competition between electronic ordering tendencies and charge delocalization is
widely believed to play an essential role: First, the growth of ordered regions with cooling in
the paramagnetic insulating phase (PMI) is observed in scattering experiments [VDRO+99].
Then, when the transition into the ferromagnetic metallic (FMM) phase is reached at
TC, these ordered regions melt and the CMR occurs [VDRO
+99, MNN+03]. Furthermore
inelastic neutron scattering experiments reveal a phonon mode softening at the ordering
wave vector q = (0.25, 0.25, 0) together with an increase in the phonon self-energy [WAZ+09]
(see Fig. 4.1.4). These features were attributed to dynamical checkerboard fluctuations of
the electronic charge density.
Correspondingly, unconventional electronic properties of the FMM phase were indeed
observed in previous angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) studies, including
a strongly doping and temperature dependent pseudo-gap [CGD+01]. Especially the
discovery of sharp quasiparticle peaks at EF that show a non-trivial angular dispersion
[MYZ+05] and temperature dependence [MYT+07] generated a lot of attention. Though,
recently it became clear that crystal quality has a strong effect on the shape of the ARPES
spectra [MJH+11]: as part of the Ruddlesden-Popper phases, the mixed valent manganites
can crystallize in many different layered structures, that are all thermodynamically stable.
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Figure 4.1.2: a) Splitting of the 3d levels due to octahedral and Jahn-Teller distorted
octahedral crystal field. In manganites the Hund’s coupling JH is larger than the crystal
field splitting ∆ between t2g (xy, xz, yz) and eg (x
2 − y2, 3z2 − r2) orbitals. This leads
to a high-spind 3d4 configuration. In the Jahn-Teller distorted case, the eg and t2g levels
split, too, which leads to an energy gain for the 3d4 high-spin configuration. No energy
is gained by distortion in the 3d3 case. b) Due to the strong Hund’s rule coupling, that
in manganites is an order of magnitude larger than the hopping integral, electrons can
move most efficiently from 3d4 sites to 3d3 sites if the t2g spins are parallel. If they are
antiparallel, no hopping is possible. Generally the hopping scales with cos θ2 , where θ is
the angle between the t2g spins. c) Superexchange model. Due to the covalent bonding
with oxygen, a 180◦ bond between two occupied eg orbitals leads to an antiferromagnetic
coupling between the Mn spins. From the above considerations, it becomes clear that
in mixed valent 3d3/3d4 systems the orbital occupation, the lattice and the spins are
strongly coupled.
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Figure 4.1.3: The phase diagram of La2-2xSr1+2xMn2O7 for 0.3 ≤ x ≤ 1. Figure from
Ref. [LMM+00]
Which of these phases actually forms during the growth process is determined by the growth
conditions and the exact amount of the starting ingredients. Those parameters can not be
controlled with 100 % accuracy over the whole growth medium and small local fuctuations
in temperature or material compositon can lead to the appearance of intergrown multilayer
phases with n 6= 2. Due to the increased exchange coupling along the c-axis in the case of
n > 2 those intergrown regions usually have a higher TC than the host compound and are
visible as small steps in the temperature vs. magnetisation curve at high temperatures (see
Fig. 4.1.6). By probing various sample areas with a small beam spot (< 100× 100 micron)
Massee et al [MJH+11] found that the sharp quasi particle peaks in the ARPES spectra
only appeared in a few regions and that most of the sample showed psydo-gapped spectral
weight close to EF . The conclusion of this study was that the sharp QP peaks originate
not from the host electronic structure of the bilayer compound but from intergrown regions
(see Fig. 4.1.5). The samples used for our ARPES studies did not show any quasi particle
peaks close to the Fermi level, which indicates the high crystal quality of our samples.
In this chapter, we present a study of (La1-zPrz)1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 (LPSMO) with a fixed
hole concentration of x = 0.4. Previous macroscopic studies of these samples showed
that the FMM phase is strongly destabilized with increasing Pr-concentration z [MNN+03].
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Figure 4.1.4: Inelastic neutron data of La2-2xSr1+2xMn2O7 for x = 0.4 measured
by Weber et al [WAZ+09]. a) and b) show the longnitudal and transversal phonon
modes in comparison to shell model calculations. c) and d) compare the line width at
q = (0.25, 0.25) to the elastic peak stemming from the short range ordered regions above
TC (see Ref. [VDRO
+99]). Figure from Ref. [WAZ+09].
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Figure 4.1.5: ARPES spectra of Massee et al showing that the quasi particle (QP)
peaks in the spectral function of doped bilayer manganites only appears in small crystal
regions most likely associated to integrowth with n > 2 (see text for details). a) Image
of the crystal surface of La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 with x = 0.425. The green regions mark areas
at which QP peaks have been detected with ARPES. b) Model Fermi surface. The blue
line marks the direction of the ARPES spectra shown in d). c) Energy distribution
curves (EDC) from the ARPES spectra shown in d) for regions with (red) and without
QP peak (blue) above and below the transition temperature. d) ARPES spectra for
crystal regions with and without QP peaks along M-X-M. The dashed lines mark the
momenutum for the EDC curves in c). Figures from [MJH+11]
The reduction of TC with increasing z indicates that the chemical pressure due to the
smaller Pr affects the balance between kinetic energy and electronic ordering tendencies.
Here, we apply ARPES to investigate how altering this balance changes the electronic
structure and the charge dynamics of LPSMO. ARPES provides direct access to the single
particle spectral function A(k, ω) [DHS03] and, in combination with density functional
theory calculations and x-ray diffraction data, enables us to reveal the effects of fluctuating
electronic order on the charge dynamics in the FMM phase of LPSMO.
4.2 Methods
The studied LPSMO single crystals were grown by the traveling floating zone method. It
was found that a small amount of Pr enables to grow single crystals of very high quality as
confirmed by x-ray diffraction, magnetization and thermal transport measurements [Apo].
The ARPES measurements were performed using the 13-station at the beamline UE112 of
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Figure 4.1.6: Magnetic moment versus temperature of (La1-zPrz)1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 with
z = 0.15 for two different samples. The magnetic transitions of the intergrown regions
with n > 2 are clearly observed for the sample that stems from the end of the crystal
rod (end of growth, open circles). The amount of intergrown regions for the sample
from the beginning of the growth is much lower (filled circles).
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the synchrotron facility BESSYII, which provides a beamspot of about 100× 100 µm2. All
presented ARPES spectra were measured with 55 eV excitation energy at around 23 K,
if not stated otherwise. The diffuse x-ray diffraction experiment was performed at the
high-energy beamline BW5 at HASYLAB in Hamburg. At the used photon energy of
100 keV, the penetration depth is of the order of 1 mm, guaranteeing the detection of
true bulk properties. The density functional theory calculations in the local spin density
approximation (LSDA) and the subsequent tight-binding analysis were performed using
the code FPLO 8.5 [KE99]. All calculations for the hole doping of x = 0.4 were done in the
virtual crystal approximation.
4.3 Results and Discussion
Figures 4.3.1 a) - c) show the measured Fermi surface (FS) of LPSMO with z = 0.1. Very
similar results were obtained for z = 0.4. These data were taken deep inside the FMM
phase (TC≈ 100 K) and the polarization was chosen as to enhance the spectral weight at
the Fermi level, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.3.1 e). The EDCs in Fig. 4.3.1 e) also show that
the spectral weight at the Fermi energy EF is small, which is in line with the small Drude
weight observed for these compounds [KT00]. The measured remnant FS formed by these
states consists of parallel straight sections over large regions of k-space, which agrees with
previous ARPES studies. This well-nested FS already indicates the presence of electronic
ordering instabilities.
According to LSDA, in the FMM phase there is a sizable hybridization between the two
planes within a bilayer, which is reflected by the large inter-plane hoping tperp = 0.7 eV
obtained from a TB-Wannier-analysis (see chapter 4.4.1 for a detailed explanation). This
large tperp leads to a considerable splitting of bonding and anti-bonding bands; the so-called
bilayer splitting (BLS). Along the M–X–M direction, for instance, the calculated BLS at
EF is about 0.1×2pi/a. As can be seen in Fig. 4.3.1 a), this does not agree with experiment,
where such a big BLS is not observed. In fact, the data displayed in Fig. 4.3.1 f), clearly
excludes the presence of a large BLS in LPSMO: even though the momentum distribution
curves (MDCs) close to EF are broad, their symmetric shape clearly shows that the BLS in
the real system is much smaller, if not completely absent. This result was reproduced with
different polarizations and in different regions in k-space, excluding possible matrix element
effects. The reduction of the BLS observed here is in perfect agreement with the results
of Jozwiak et al., who also discovered a dramatic reduction of the BLS for the Pr-free
compound between x=0.36 and 0.4 [JGZ+09]. In addition, very similar FS were observed
in single-layer manganites, where a BLS does not exist [EIU+10].
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Figure 4.3.1: Fermi surface (FS) of (La0.9Pr0.1)1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 measured at 23 K with
out-of-plane polarization. The green lines in a) and b) show the calculated FS with
the full LSDA interlayer hopping tperp = 0.7 eV and tperp = 0 eV, respectively. c) FS
map measured with the sample rotated by 45◦ and out-of-plane polarization. d) The
autocorrelation function of the FS map in c). q1 and q2 indicate nesting vectors. The
spectra have been integrated ±40 meV around the Fermi level. e) EDC integrated
several meV around kF for in-plane and out-of-plane polarization normalized to its
maximum. The relative spectral weight of the features near EF is much bigger with
out-of-plane polarization, revealing a small Fermi edge showing that the samples are
indeed metallic. These states make up the FS maps in a) - c). f) MDC of a spectra
parallel to kx at ky around k = (kx,−0.7). No BLS can be resolved despite a predicted
band splitting of around 0.1 2pi/a.
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Within our TB-model it is possible to set tperp = 0 eV, i.e., to switch off the bilayer
hybridization and to eliminate the BLS. As can be seen in Fig. 4.3.1 b), this gives a much
better agreement with experiment, further supporting the absence of the BLS. The FS of
the real material is therefore very close to the independent particle reference given by this
TB-model. Importantly, the TB-results given in Fig. 4.3.1 b) imply that setting tperp = 0 eV
yields a strongly nested FS with large parallel sections, which is indicative for electronic
ordering instabilities [Gr4]. In other words, the confinement of the charge carriers to a
single MnO2-plane strongly enhances electronic ordering tendencies.
The fact that the measured FS is well described by an unreconstructed TB band structure,
motivates to determine the so-called nesting vectors from the experimental data. These
vectors, which indicate possible wave vectors for the electronic ordering, can be determined
by calculating the autocorrelation function of the measured FS. This is shown for a
specific example in Figs. 4.3.1 c) and d), where the experimental geometry was chosen as
to yield similar photoelectron intensities in the different regions of k-space. Equivalent
autocorrelation functions were obtained for all other measurements as well. The peaks in
the autocorrelation function correspond to q1 = (0.25, 0) and q2 = (0.26, 0.26) with an
estimated error of ∆q = ±(0.01, 0.01) (in units of 2pi/a). Note that q2 corresponds closely
to the orbital ordering in the so-called CE-order of half doped manganites [Goo55, TN00].
Further, two inequivalent nesting vectors indicate that the observed FS supports two
different electronic ordering instabilities.
However, FS nesting alone does not necessarily imply that the electronic order at q1,2
really occurs [JM08]. We therefore also investigated A(k, ω) well below the Fermi level
EF . Figure 4.3.2 a) and b) show a measured spectrum along M–X–M. As can be seen in
Fig. 4.3.2 b), near the Fermi wave vector kF , the dispersion shows a back-bending with
quickly decaying spectral intensity. Such a back-bending is a clear fingerprint of electronic
ordering. To demonstrate this, we follow the procedure outlined in Refs. [HHT+10] and
[BYZ+08] and calculate the spectral weight redistribution starting from the Hamiltonian
H =
∑
k
ε(k)c†kck +
∑
k,q
gqc
†
k+qck(aq + a
†
−q) , (4.3.1)
which describes the coupling of quasiparticles to a collective bosonic mode. In the above
equation, εk is the unperturbed single-particle band dispersion, gq is the boson-electron
coupling and c†k (ck) and a
†
q (aq) create (annihilate) a fermion or boson, respectively. As
justified by the observed quasi one-dimensional dispersion around the X-point, we set
ε(kx) = a + b coskx. Further, we assume a single modulation with wave vector q, treat
the bosonic mode on a mean field level and calculate the eigenfunctions and energies of
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Figure 4.3.2: a) Measured spectrum of (La0.9Pr0.1)1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 along M −X −M
after subtraction of a nondispersive background feature compared to the TB-bands for a
BLS of 0.7 eV (black solid line) and no BLS (black dashed line). b) Constant momentum
curves of the spectrum shown in a). The dots are a guide to the eye emphasising
the back-bending of the momentum dispersion. c) Dispersion of the EDC maxima of
spectrum a) (black squares) compared to a fitted model function (red open circles).
Marker size represents photoemission/spectral intensity. The false-color plot shows the
same spectra as in a) and b) but each EDC is normalized to its maximum to enhance
states with weak intensity. The back-bending is clearly observable. d) Comparison of
the gap size for z = 0.1 and z = 0.4. Dispersion is taken from the EDC maxima of
spectra measured along Γ−M . All spectra were measured with in-plane polarization at
23 K.
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H. Using a, b, qx and the interaction strength V = 2gq〈aq〉 as free parameters, we fit the
model to the measured dispersion taken from the maxima of the energy distribution curves
(EDCs) at each kx. The results given in Fig 4.3.2 c) show an excellent agreement between
the measured and the modelled dispersion for qx = 0.25 and V = 432 meV. Note that the
fitted odering wave vector qx = 0.25 is fully consistent with the measured nesting vectors
q1,2. It is also important to realize that, although the spectral intensity is not fitted to the
data, the model reproduces qx-dependence of the measured peak intensity extremely well.
The very good agreement of experiment and model shows that A(k, ω) in the FMM phase
displays clear signatures of electronic ordering at a wave vector that agrees with the FS
nesting vectors.
In order to study possible static ordering in our samples, we performed elastic high-energy
x-ray diffraction (HE-XRD) studies. Figure 4.3.3 shows the data obtained for samples with
z = 0.2 and z = 0.4 at various temperatures around TC. Referring to the space group
I4/mmm, weak intensity was detected at the symmetry forbidden (401) reflection due to a
small amount of stacking faults within the probed sample volume.
More importantly, strong diffuse scattering intensity was observed around the (401).
At room temperature, only broad diffuse scattering is observed (not shown) which has
been attributed to uncorrelated polaronic lattice distortions [VDRO+99]. Upon cooling
down towards TC, superlattice peaks centered at (4± 0.25, 0, 1) emerge out of this broad
diffuse scattering, signaling the growth of ordered regions within the disordered majority
phase. With entering the FMM phase at TC, these superlattice peaks vanish abruptly and
only diffuse scattering remains in the FMM phase. We also verified the absence of static
CE-order below TC in our samples. Similar diffuse scattering results were obtained for
La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7, where the temperature dependence of the broad superlattice reflections
was discussed in terms of ordered areas with a correlation length of about 27 A˚, which
melt upon entering the FMM phase [VDRO+99]. Interestingly, the modulation vector of
(0.25,0,0) observed by HE-XRD agrees perfectly with the nesting vector q1 defined by the
FS topology. This agreement between the FS topology, the back-bending and the measured
ordering strongly argues in favor of ARPES representing bulk properties.
We note that the modulation vector (0.25,0,0) found for LPSMO differs from the (0.3,0,0)
observed for La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 [VDRO
+99]. The reason for this difference is currently unclear.
However, we can already exclude changes in the doping level caused by Pr, because the
modulation vector determined by HE-XRD for LPSMO is the same for z = 0.2 and 0.4. In
addition, the FSs measured for z = 0.1 and z = 0.4 show no sign of a difference in hole
doping. While a change in the nesting vector also yields a different Luttinger count for
the valence electron number, the Luttinger theorem might not be applicable to compounds
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Figure 4.3.3: X-ray diffuse scattering data of (La1-zPrz)1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 with z = 0.2
and z = 0.4 for different temperatures around TC. The weak symmetry forbidden (4,0,1)
Bragg peak is due to a small amount of stacking faults. Therefore, the (401) intensities
of the two samples cannot directly be compared. Above the Curie temperature of around
90 K (z = 0.2) and 45 K (z = 0.4) broad superstructure reflections at (4± 0.25, 0, 1) are
observed. The data sets at 88 K (z = 0.2) and 45 K (z = 0.4) were taken just above TC.
The ordered regions melt upon entering the FMM phase.
with remnant Fermi surface, i.e. where only finite spectral weight remains at EF due to a
pseudo-gap. This interesting point is subject of current investigations, but plays no role for
the arguments presented in this chapter.
To summarize, the main result of the present ARPES study is the observation of clear fin-
gerprints of electronic order deep inside the FMM phase of LPSMO. Apart from the strongly
nested FS, which has also been reported previously for other bilayer compounds [SWD+12],
we identified the presence of a back-bending anomaly in the measured A(k, ω). The ex-
cellent agreement between experiment and the presented model calculation establishes
the coupling of the charge carriers to a collective excitation, which causes an inherent
breaking of translational symmetry. The large coupling strength V = 432 meV found
for z = 0.1 makes a coupling to a bare phonon, as in the case of a conventional CDW
transition, highly unlikely. This is further supported by the observed destabilisation of the
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FMM phase with Pr doping [MHG+08], which is consistent with the measured increase
in gap-size (see Fig. 4.3.2 d)) and points towards an electronic origin of the underlying
ordering phenomenon. At the same time, HE-XRD shows no evidence for static order in
the FMM phase. We therefore conclude that fluctuating order exists in the FMM phase,
which has a strong impact on the charge carrier dynamics. Such an order is expected to
involve all electronic degrees of freedom as well as the lattice, which is a peculiarity of the
mixed valence manganites.
A likely and consistent scenario are strong fluctuations between a two-dimensional metallic
phase and the ordered CE-phase, which both favour the occupation of in-plane orbitals, as
shown as a cartoon in Fig. 4.3.4. In fact, evidence for CE-fluctuations in the FMM phase of
La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 was recently deduced from inelastic neutron scattering data [WAZ
+09]. In
addition, the TB-analyis presented above clearly indicates that a two-dimensional metallic
phase of LPSMO is indeed unstable towards electronic order. The notion of fluctuating
CE-order in the FMM phase close to x = 0.5 is therefore well supported by experimental and
theoretical results. In particular, this scenario naturally explains the observed coexistence
of a metallic FS and the back-bending anomaly reported here.
Finally we note that the FMM phase exhibits typical features of an electronic liquid
crystal: (i) proximity to static order (diffuse scattering, FS nesting), (ii) evidence for molten
electronic order (back-bending, no static order), and (iii) reduced electronic dimensionality
(FS, BLS). This strongly motivates further studies of CMR materials in this context.
4.4 Additional information
4.4.1 A Wannier based tight-binding model of La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7
In order to get a realistic qualitative tight-binding description of the energy bands of
La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 we calculate the effective 3d Wannier functions of the two eg orbitals as
implemented in the FPLO code Version 8.5+ [Koe]. Hopping integrals up to the next-next-
nearest neighbors on the Mn square lattice are included in the Wannier fit. The resulting
Wannier bands as calculated by FPLO and an iso-surface plot of the wave functions are
shown in Fig. 4.4.1. Note that because the Mn atoms are connected via oxygen atoms, the
effective eg description includes the oxygen wave function (see Fig 4.4.1 b)). The resulting
bands are thus hybridized Mn 3d/O 2p bands.
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a) b)
c)
Figure 4.3.4: A schematic illustration of a square lattice where 60 % of sites are
randomly occupied with one electron (a). The areas which locally have an electron
concentration of 50 % are marked in red (b). In those regions CE-like ordering could form,
with ferromagnetic zig-zag chains marked with red lines (c). When the electrons/holes
move those ”CE-blobs” would propagate through the lattice.
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The TB-Hamiltonian for La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7is given by
H =

εx2−y2(k) εmix(k) 0 0
εmixk εz2−r2(k) 0 tperp
0 0 εx2−y2k εmix(k)
0 tperp εmix(k) εz2−r2(k)
 (4.4.1)
where εx2−y2(k) and ε3z2−r2(k) are the energy bands from in-plane hopping between eg
orbitals of the same sort, εmix describes the hopping between different eg orbitals on different
sites (see below) and tperp is the hopping perpendicular to the planes coupling the 3z
2 − r2
orbitals and is responsible for the bilayer splitting. The small inter-plane hopping between
x2 − y2 orbitals is neglected. The equation for the energy bands ε(k) are given by
εx2−y2(k) = βx2−y2 + 2t
nn
x2−y2 cos (kx) + 2t
nn
x2−y2 cos (ky)
+4tnnnx2−y2 cos
2 (kx) cos
2 (ky)
+2tonnx2−y2 cos (2kx) + 2t
onn
x2−y2 cos (2ky) (4.4.2)
εz2−r2(k) = βz2−r2 + 2t
nn
z2−r2 cos (kx) + 2t
nn
z2−r2 cos (ky)
+4tnnnz2−r2 cos
2 (kx) cos
2 (ky)
+2tnnnnz2−r2 cos (2kx) + 2t
nnnn
z2−r2 cos (2ky) (4.4.3)
εmix(k) = 2t
nn
mix cos (kx)− 2tnnmix cos (ky)
+2tnnnnmix cos (2kx)− 2tnnnnmix cos (2ky). (4.4.4)
The values for the hopping parameters t and the on-site energies β are listed in table 4.4.1.
There are several things to note about the mixing term εmix. First of all it does not have
an on-site energy parameter because this term only couples eg orbitals on different sites.
Secondly, this term has a bonding contribution along one k-direction and an anti-bonding
along the other. That is due to the fact that the x2 − y2 orbital has two nodal planes
perpendicular to the Mn-planes and thus the sign of it’s phase is different along kx than
along ky. The 3z
2 − r2 orbital however does not have a nodal plane perpendicular to the
Mn plane so its in-plane component does not change phase. Thus, the mixing term is
largest at (pi, 0) and (0, pi) while it is zero along the (pi, pi) direction. This can be observed
in the band structure plot in figure 4.4.1. Along Γ-M direction the band character is pure
while the band character changes along M-X-Γ. At the X point a large hybridization gap
opens between the x2− y2 and the 3z2− r2 band. The bonding/anti-bonding contributions
of the mixing term introduce a kind of directional preference for the electrons and are
responsible for p-like straight sections in the Fermi surface. Our Wannier TB analysis
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clarifies the observation of the k-dependent band mixing in La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 deduced from
LSDA calculations by Saniz et al [SNF08]. Note that at the Γ point in Fig. 4.4.1 there
are t2g bands of minority spin character dipping below the Fermi level, in contrast to what
is expected from a local model of high-spin Mn+3/Mn+4. This most likely is an effect of
the insufficient description of local correlation effects in the LSDA which can be partially
“cured” by using an LSDA+U functional on the 3d orbitals. We have not used the LSDA+U
because we were interested in a qualitative description of the eg orbitals only for our TB fit
and more importantly, the use of LSDA+U introduces a new set of parameters, U and J ,
which would in the end raise new questions regarding dependency of the hopping integrals
on those parameters. See for instance [KE11, FKM+12] for the effects of local correlations
on the Wannier description of manganites.
Table 4.4.1: List of on-site energies and hopping parameters of the effective 3d Wannier
functions used for the TB model of La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7. The values are given in eV.
x2 − y2 3z2 − r2 mix
β 0.8174 0.737 -
tnn 0.519 0.166 0.29
tnnn 0.0052 0.019 -
tnnnn 0.053 0.011 0.032
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Figure 4.4.1: a) LSDA band structure of La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7. Solid lines and dashed lines
represent the LSDA bands for majority and minority spins respectively. The colored
circles show the eg Wannier fit. b) Iso-surface plot of effective eg Wannier wavefunctions.

5 Formation of the coherent heavy
fermion liquid at the ‘hidden order’
transition in URu2Si2
In this chapter high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectra of the heavy-fermion
superconductor URu2Si2 are presented, that shed light on the interplay of charge carrier
dynamics and an ominous electronic hidden order state. Detailed measurements as a
function of both photon energy and temperature allow us to disentangle a variety of spectral
features, revealing the evolution of the low-energy electronic structure across the hidden
order transition. Already above this transition we clearly observe incoherent heavy fermion
states below the Fermi level that do not hybridize significantly with the conduction bands.
Upon entering the hidden order phase, these incoherent states begin to hybridize with the
conduction band and rapidly transform into a coherent heavy fermion liquid. This evolution
is in stark contrast with the gradual crossover expected in Kondo lattice systems, which we
attribute to the coupling of the heavy fermion states to the hidden order parameter.
5.1 Introduction
The heavy fermion superconductor URu2Si2 is probably one of the most interesting com-
pounds in current condensed matter research. This compound challenges physicists with a
combination of heavy fermion and Kondo lattice physics, the dual nature of the 5f electrons,
unconventional superconductivity and, last but not least, an enigmatic second order phase
transition, whose order parameter, despite 25 years of research and up to a 100 different
theories dedicated to the description of the ordered state underlying this transition, has yet
to be identified unambiguously1. Hence the term hidden order (HO). This section aims to
introduce the most basic concepts and challenges regarding the physics of this compound.
URu2Si2 crystallizes in the ThCr2Si2 structure shown in Fig. 5.1.2 a). The Ru atoms
1An excellent overview over the current state of research regarding URu2Si2 is provided in the review of
John Mydosh and Peter Oppeneer [MO11].
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form a square lattice and each Ru is coordinated tetrahedrally by four Si atoms. The
uranium is placed between the Ru-Si layers. It is isostructural to other heavy fermion
compounds like YbRh2Si2 or CeRu2Si2. The resistivity of URu2Si2 is shown in Fig. 5.1.2 c)
and d). Interpreted in terms of Kondo lattice physics, the resistivity increases when cooling
down due to the increase in Kondo scattering (for explanation see Fig. 5.1.1). When the
Kondo clouds begin to form a phase coherent state at T ∗ ∼ 70 K the resistivity turns down
and decreases linearly due to the increase in coherence. The specific heat above 17.5 K
has a T 3 dependency. The effective mass m∗ that is extracted from an extrapolation of
the high temperature specific heat is about fifty times the conventional electron mass. At
17.5 K the specific heat has a pronounced jump that indicates a 2nd order phase transition.
Below the transition the curve deviates from the T 3 behaviour and also shows a lower
specific heat coefficient than that extrapolated from the high temperature data. Below
1.5 K the system settles into an unconventional superconducting state (see [Pfl09] and
references therein). A subtraction of the specific heat data of ThRu2Si2, which has no 5f
electrons, from the URu2Si2 data reveals a large entropy of about 0.2R ln 2
2 (R being the
gas constant) [MCD+86].
Early neutron and X-ray magnetic scattering experiments that looked at scattering
vectors common for long range ordered magnetic systems with the ThCr2Si2 crystal
structure found mangetic superstructure peaks consistent with a type-I antiferromagnetic
order (ferromagnetic coupling in-plane, antiferromagnetic coupling between the planes)
[BKB+87, IMK+90]. However, the very small intensity of the observed Bragg peaks would
indicate an ordered moment between 0.02 and 0.04 µB which is too small to explain the
large change in entropy at the phase transition. Another discrepancy between the proposed
long range magnetic order and the experimental data was the observed coherence length of
only 400 A˚. Later inelastic neutron scattering experiments were performed and indeed well
defined inelastic excitations were been observed, forming below THO at the commensurate
and incommensurate wave vectors (1, 0, 0) and (1± 0.4, 00) respectively with gaps between
2 and 4.5 meV [WJM+07]. Above the phase transition these excitations are not well defined
anymore and form a gapless cone with a continuum of excitations (see Fig. 5.1.3)
This dramatic change in the spin excitation spectrum observed with neutrons must go
hand in hand with a large Fermi surface reconstruction at the phase transition. Indeed,
the specific heat curve below THO can be fitted by a model that assumes the opening of a
charge gap below the transition. Accoring to this model about 40 % of the Fermi surface
is gapped by 11 meV [PMB+85, MCD+86]. Despite the large loss of charge carriers, the
2The magnetic entropy can be expressed as Rln(2S + 1). If N uranium atoms have a spin of S = 1/2, i.e.
Rln2, they have a total moment of 1 µB .
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Kondo impurity
Kondo lattice
Figure 5.1.1: A schematic illustration of Kondo impurity (upper panel) and Kondo
lattice physics (lower panel). In the impurtiy Problem, a magnetic impurtiy is embedded
into a non-magnetic metallic host. The conduction electrons try to screen the local
moment. This interaction increases when lowering the temperature which leads to
an upturn of the low temperature resistivity at the Kono temperature TK . At this
temperature the conduction electrons and the magnetic impurity form a virtual bound
state where the local moment is fully screened. This leads to the appearance of a
resonance peak in the density of states at EF , the Kondo resonance. In case of the
Kondo lattice, there are a large concentration or even a regular lattice of magnetic
“impurities”. Hence Kondo scattering dominates already at higher temperatures. At the
so called coherence temperature T ∗ the “Kondo clouds” begin to form a phase coherent
state, which leads to a downturn and a linear decrease of the resistivity, which eventually
becomes zero at T = 0 K when perfect phase coherence is reached. With increasing
phase coherence a hybridization gap opens at EF . A good introduction to the topic of
heavy fermions is given in Ref. [Col07]
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b)
c)
a)
d)
Figure 5.1.2: a) ThCr2Si2-type crystal structure, b) specific heat and c) resistivity
data of URu2Si2. d) Shows the low temperature resistivity only to emphasize the HO
and the superconducting transition. Fig. b), c) and d) from Ref. [PMB+85]
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a) b)
Figure 5.1.3: The inelastic neutron scattering spectrum of URu2Si2 measured along
(1, 0, 0) below a) and above THO b). The inset in a) shows the intensity at the gapped
region at (1.4, 0, 0) as a function of temperature. Figure from Ref. [WJM+07]
jump in the resistivity at THO is rather small, followed by a continuous decrease. Thus,
there must be a large drop in the scattering rates 1/τ below the ordering temperature (τ is
the quasi particle life time).
Applying hydrostatic pressure of only 0.5 GPa leads to a strong enhancement of the
(1, 0, 0) Bragg peak intensity from which a magetic moment of 0.4 µB can be deduced,
which is an increase of at least a factor of 10 compared to ambient pressure. This phase
corresponds to the simple antiferromagnetic order originally assumed for the hidden order
state, also denoted as large moment atniferromagnetic (LMAF) phase. Besides a small
increase in the charge gap most of the properties that mark the hidden order state remain
unchanged in the AF phase under pressure. Most notably the same scattering vectors
[VBH+08] and cyclotron orbits [HKM+10] are observed. Thus no significant reconstructions
of the electronic structure are expected when going into the AF phase under pressure which
makes it possible to assume an adiabatic continuity between the two phases [JBC+07].
Substitution of small amounts of Ru by Rh (≤5 %) has been shown to destabilize the HO
phase as well and an increase of the the magnetic (1, 0, 0) peak is observed accordingly
upon Rh substitution [YAI+04].
Although a multitude of theoretical scenarios have been proposed to explain the HO
transition [CCMT02, DB11, ERA+09, HK09a, CCF13, ISA+12, Das12], our lack of knowl-
edge of the complex and still debated electronic structure of URu2Si2 remains the major
obstacle to developing a definitive understanding of this phase [IKT+99, DGA+01]. Espe-
cially the degree of localization of the 5f electrons is still undclear, with both limiting
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cases, itinerant and localized 5f electrons, producing distinctly different Fermi surfaces
[ERA+09, HK09a]. Here we disentangle the low-energy electronic structure of URu2Si2
by means of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) as a function of both
excitation photon energy and temperature. Our findings not only provide new insights into
the changes of the electronic structure at the hidden order transition but also clarify the
results of previous ARPES measurements.
5.2 Details of the experiment
The present experiments were performed at the 13-endstation on beamline UE112-PGM2
at the Berlin Synchrotron BESSY II, using a Gammadata R4000 anlyser with an overall
energy resolution better than 7 meV and a base temperature lower than 2K. The Fermi
energy was determined by measuring a polycrystalline gold film evaporated near the sample
with a precision of better than 1 meV. Single crystals of URu2Si2 were cleaved in situ at a
base pressure of better than 4 × 10−11 torr, which yielded flat shiny surfaces parallel to
the crystallographic ab-planes. None of the features reported in the following showed any
dependence on sample or cleavage. The polarization of the incident photon beam was set
to Linear Vertical (LV) unless mentioned otherwise.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Comparison with DFT calculations
In Fig. 5.3.2 a) and b) we compare the second derivate of the valence band spectra measured
at 108 eV photon energy with linear vertical (LV) and linear horizontal (LH) polarization
along (1, 0, 0) with the fully relativistic LDA band structure as shown in Fig. 5.3.1. The
paramagnetic unit cell of URu2Si2 has body centered tetragonal (BCT) symmetry (see
Fig. 5.3.1 b)). Here neighboring Brillouin zones are stacked in a way that BZ centers,
that are shifted by (2pi, 0, 0) are shifted by 2pi/c in kz, i.e. one travels from Γ to Z along
(1, 0, 0). In case of a symmetry breaking potential, for instance antiferromagnetic ordering
as encountered in the LMAF phase under pressure, the symmetry is reduced to simple
tetragonal (ST). In this case Γ and Z points from neighboring BZs are folded onto each
other. This is indicated by the dashed green lines in Fig. 5.3.2. We find good agreement
between the experimental and the theoretical band structure over a large energy range. Note
that the LDA calculations treat the U 5f states as completely itinerant, and consequently
one encounters a strong hybridization between the top of the Ru spd derived conduction
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a)
b) c)
Figure 5.3.1: a) The fully relativistic LDA band structure of URu2Si2 in the body
centered tetragonal (bct) Brillouin zone along (pi, 0) and (pi, pi). The colored circles
mark the 5f bandweights. b) Body centered tetregonal (BCT) Brillouin zone. c) Simple
tetragonal (ST) Brillouin zone. b) and c) have been copied from [ORE+10].
bands and the U 5f states close to EF , as is indicated by the colored dots in Fig. 5.3.1,
which correspond to the 5f bandweights. In a compound with finite kz dispersion, each
photon energy corresponds to a different kz value for each emission angle. As indicated
in Fig. 5.3.5 c), for 108 eV energy the (0, 0) emission corresopnds to kz ≈ 0, while the
(−2pi, 0) emission corresponds to kz ≈ 2pi/c, which are the same kz values as used in the
LDA calculations. We note that in the measured spectrum we see significant contributions
from the folded bandstructure. This can be explained either by the presence of a symmetry
breaking potential or simply by symmetry breaking at the sample surface. Recent STM
measurements reported different preferential terminations of the cleavage surface of URu2Si2,
namely a well ordered uranium termination as well as an Si terminated surface that shows
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Figure 5.3.2: a) and b) show the negative part of the second derivative of the ARPES
spectra measured at 108 eV photon energey with linear horizontal (LH) and linear
vertical (LV) polarization along the (1, 0, 0) direction. The full relativistic LDA band
structure is overlayed in green. The solid lines show the band structure around the Γ
point and the dashed lines around the Z point. Due to the stacking of the BCT BZs,
going from Γ along (1, 0, 0) leads to the Z point in the neigbouring BZ. A symmetry
breaking potential, that lowers the symmetry from BCT to ST, will lead to a folding of
neighboring zones, where Z and Γ of the BCT coincide. c) The raw ARPES spectrum
close to EF measured at 27 eV photon energy whith LV polarization at 2 K along
(1, 0, 0). d) and e) show the negative part of the second derivative along the energy
direction and momentum direction, respectively, of the spectrum shown in c).
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a 2× 2 reconstruction via bond formation [ASNP+10]. Such a reconstruction at the sample
surface can alter the observed symmetry of bulk features as well and might be a possible
explanantion for observation of folded bands in the ARPES spectra in Fig. 5.3.2. For an
example of the alteration of bulk states due to a symmetry breaking at the surace, see
[MHSW13]). The size of the areas of uniform termination observed in STM were of the
order of 200× 200 A˚. The beamspot size in our experiment is of the order of 100× 100 µm2
and thus we expect to average over different surface terminations. In fact we have cleaved
five different samples over the duration of the experiment from which all the presented
data stems and we have not observed a cleavage dependence of our spectra. We, however,
can not exclude that a certain selection bias was involved when choosing “a good spot” on
the sample.
Fig. 5.3.2 c)-e) show the ARPES spectrum and its second derivative in energy and
momentum direction measured at 27 eV photon energy with LV polarization at 2 K, in a
narrow energy range around EF . Especially in e) we find a good agreement between the
kF of the folded LDA bands and the kF observed in ARPES. In addition we observe a flat
band that extends through most of the measured BZ. The individual features observed at
low energies and the origin of the flat band will be discussed in the following subsection.
The good agreement between the Fermi momenta at low energies and the folded LDA
band structure can be observed in large parts of the BZ. Correspondingly, we find a very
good agreement between the Fermi surface measured at 25 eV photon energy with LV
polarization at 2 K and the FS of the LMAF phase calculated within the fully relativistic
LSDA by Elgazzar et al [ERA+09], shown in Fig. 5.3.3. Very good agreement has also
been found between the LSDA FS of the LMAF phase and bulk sensitive Shubnikov-de
Haas quantum oscillation measurements [HKM+10].
We now turn to the spectral features at (pi, pi). In contrast to the bulk LDA band
structure, we observe a very intense hole pocket feature centered around (pi, pi), that is
shown in Fig. 5.3.4 a). DMFT calculations of G. Kotliar, that were presented at the
CIFAR Quantum Materials Program meeting in 2010, revealed that this feature appears
at Si terminated surfaces. Indeed, if we calculate a two layer slab as shown in Fig. 5.3.4
b), a hole like band appears at (pi, pi) that has strong crontibutions of the 3p states of the
topmost Si layer (shown in c)). Note that due to the lower symmetry of the slab compared
to the bulk, the BZ along (1, 0, 0) is folded compared to the BCT cell, hence the appearance
of hole like bands at the Γ point. The band structure in c) has been calculated in the scalar
relativistic approximation.
In conclusion, by comparing our ARPES data to DFT calculations, we find a good
agreement between the valence band structure as well as the Fermi momenta. We observe
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b)
2 K
Figure 5.3.3: Fermi surface of URu2Si2 measured with APRES at 2 K (left) and
calculated by Elgazar et al [ERA+09] within the LSDA for the paramagnetic phase
(blue) and the anti-ferromagnetic phase (red). Note that the two FS sheets around Γ
are identical in both phases (red dots are on top of the blue ones).
significan contributions from BZ folding, as would be expected due to AFM ordering in the
LMAF phase, and we find good agreement between the measured FS and the calculated FS
of the LMAF phase. Whether all backfolded features appear due to a symmetry breaking
potential in the bulk, or whether some features appear due to symmetry breaking at the
sample surface, can not be conclusively determined from our data. The photon energy
dependence of the various features and hence their kz dispersion, will be discussed in the
following subsction.
5.3.2 Photon energy depedence
By changing the photon energy, we can probe different values of kz along the (001) direction
and can therefore determine the electronic dispersion perpendicular to the Ru2Si2 planes.
We measured a series of spectra for photon energies between 21 eV and 75 eV with LV
polarization at 2 K. All spectra were measured in succession from the same sample. For
each energy a gold reference was measured to determine the Fermi level. The individual
spectra of the energy series can be seen in chapter 5.5.
In Fig. 5.3.5 we present the kz dependence of the measured band structure at and 10 meV
below the Fermi level. The corresponding ARPES spectra were integrated ±3 meV around
the cut energy to obtain the (kx, kz) maps shown in a) and b). The high symmetry points
along kz were assigned according to Ref. [DGA
+01]. No appreciable kz dispersion can be
observed at the Fermi level over one and a half Brillouin zones. We see four straight lines,
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a) b)
c)
92 eV, LH T = 23 K
Figure 5.3.4: a) ARPES spectrum of the hole pockets at (pi, pi) measured at 92 eV
photon energy with LH polarization at 23 K. c) The scalar relativistic LDA band
structure of a two layer slab of URu2Si2 as shown in b). The colored dots mark the 3p
bandweights of the surface Si layer. The Si terminated surface leads to the appearance
of a hole pocket at (pi, pi), similar to what is observed with ARPES, that is not present
in the bulk band structure (see Fig. 5.3.1 a)). Note that due to the lower symmetry of
the slab compared to the paramagnetic bulk, (0, 0) and (2pi, 0) of the BCT cell appear
folded in the slab.
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corresponding to the kF values seen for the folded hole bands shown in Fig. 5.3.2 c)-e). This
is quite remarkable, considering the fact that the bulk LDA Fermi surface has a strong kz
dispersion (see Fig. 5.3.5 d) and e)), and that in the (kx, ky)-plane the agreement between
the FS measured with ARPES and the LDA FS in very good. Even more surprising is
the observation that when we cut only 10 meV below EF , we see considerable dispersions
around the Z points. The kz dispersion at −10 meV, however, neither in agreement with
that obtained by LDA calculations, nor with the disperison measured by bulk sensitive
soft X-ray ARPES [KFT+11]. Usually the lack of measured kz dispersion in bands, where
theoretically a strong kz dispersion should exist, can be attributed to the surface origin
of those bands. Here, however, we observe a very good agreement between the bulk
LDA FS and the ARPES FS in the (kx, ky) plane, and additionaly we observe seemingly
dispersing features only 10 meV below EF . A scenario, where the surface is the sole origin
of the observed features seems unlikely. We would like to point out that only due to the
combination of very low temperature, at which the flat band is sufficiently gapped (see the
temperature dependence in chapter 5.3.3 for details), very high energy resolution and the
accurate determination of the Fermi level are we able to identify the difference in the kz
dispersion at EF and 10 meV below.
In Fig. 5.3.6 we show ARPES spectra along the (1,0,0) direction recorded deep within
the HO phase at a variety of different photon energies. The spectra in Figs. 5.3.6 a-e exhibit
a dramatic dependence on the incident photon energy, revealing a multitude of electronic
states near (kx = 0, ky = 0), some of which have not been clearly delineated by previous
photoemission studies. We emphasize that at no single photon energy are we able to clearly
distinguish all five features, thus underscoring the importance of photon energy dependent
measurements in revealing and disentangling the complete electronic structure of URu2Si2.
A compilation of these different features is shown in Fig. 5.3.6 f). Feature 1 has been
previously attributed to be of surface origin, while feature 2 corresponds to a light hole-like
band which has been attributed to a bulk state [BNSS+10, SSKB+09]. Feature 3 exhibits
an ‘M’-shaped dispersion and was also reported for hν = 7 eV [YNF+10, YFH+12]. It is
connected to a relatively flat band (feature 4) ostensibly of predominant 5f character,
as discussed later. Finally, hole-like states (feature 5) that cross the Fermi level at kx
≈ 0.54 pi/a form propeller-shaped Fermi surface (FS) sheets, also observed in quantum
oscillation measurements [OIT+99, HKM+10]. Another FS sheet reported by Shubnikov-de
Haas (SdH) oscillations [SHS+09] exhibits an extremal kF similar to our feature 2, the light
hole band. However, the SdH experiments also indicate that this FS sheet is closed along
the (001) direction and only appears above a magnetic field of 21 T. At face value, this
strong kz dependence appears inconsistent with our data, however, this could be resolved
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Γ
Γ
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ΓE = EF E = -10 meVT = 2 K T = 2 K
a) b)
c) d)
e)
Figure 5.3.5: a) and b): Detailed high-resolution photon energy dependence of ARPES
features at EF and at E = −10 meV measured with LV polarization at 2 K. The
ARPES spectra have ben integrated ±3 meV around the cut energy. The Fermi level
has been determined from a gold reference for each photon energy. Each photon energy
corresponds to a different kz value, as shown in c), which is taken from [DGA
+01]). d)
Shows the full relativistic LDA Fermi surface of URu2Si2 in the (kx, kz) plane for the
BCT cell. e) Same as d) but for the ST cell, produced by folding the BCT FS. The
ARPES data at EF show four straight lines that do not disperse along kz but merely
change intensity. 10 meV below the Fermi level, however, one can observe a strong kz
dispersion, which does not correspond to the LDA FS in d) and e).
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Figure 5.3.6: (a-e) ARPES spectra along the (0, 0) to (pi, 0) direction for different
excitation energies (noted in the top right of each image) measured at 2 K, deep inside
the hidden order (HO) phase. (f) Dispersions of all the different features obtained from
fits to corresponding EDC/MDCs.
by the fact that our measurements are performed in the absence of a magnetic field.
If we look at the full energy series in chapter 5.5, we don’t observe a noticable kz
dispersion for any of the 5 features. Feature 2, the light conduction band, changes in
intensity and sharpness, feature 3 is not visible above 47 eV, while feature 4 and 5 are
basically absent around kz = 0. The dispersion observed at −10 meV in Fig. 5.3.5 b) seems
to be the result of intenisty variations along k|| within feature 4, rather than of a change
in dispersion. From the analysis of the photon energy dependence of the ARPES spectra
we conclude that the main effect of varying the photon energy is to strongly modulate
the photoelectron matrix elements of these different features, suggesting that these states
have substantially different orbital character. To clarify the surface vs. bulk origin of the
various features, in situ doping of the sample surface during the ARPES measurements
could be used, as described in Ref. [VDK+09]. J. Denlinger has repeatedly performed such
experiments, where the surface was either doped with potassium or the Si dangling bonds
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were saturated with hydrogen. As repeatedly presented by him at conferences, many of the
bands near EF are shifted down due to the surface treatment, most visibly the hole pockets
at (pi, pi). The Fermi surface measured after the doping of the surface derived bands is very
different from the one measured by high resolution ARPES experiments3. The data of
Denlinger is not published, yet, but numerous people involved in the present work had the
chance to see his data at conferences and also in private discussions. Due to limitations in
energy resolution and temperature, it was not possible to identify in his data the evolution
of all features, that undergo strong changes across THO, as a function of doping. We plan
to perform similar measurements in the future, but with higher energy resolution and at
sufficienty low temperatures, if possible.
To probe the 5f character of the bands close to the Fermi level, we performed measure-
ments at 108 eV photon energy, which corresponds to the 5d+ 3/2 → 5f absorption edge
[KPM+01]. Fig. 5.3.7 a) shows the ARPES intensities measured at 2 K and 25 K with LV
polarization. At (0,0) the top of feature 1 is very intense, which makes it impossible to
identify feature 3 and 4 in that region. At the neighbouring BZ center at (−2pi, 0), which
is close to kz = 2pi, however, a sharp peak with a broad tail can be clearly identified as
the brightest feature. Very similar peaks are observed at (±pi, 0). Fig. 5.3.7 c) shows
the second derivative of the spectrum in a) and b) close to the Fermi level. The markers
indicate the dispersion of feature 5 around (−pi, 0), fitted from the EDC maxima of the
spectrum in b). While the kF of feature 5 conincides with that of a folded hole like band in
the LDA band structure, its dispersion is strongly reonormalized. The band bottom, where
the dispersion of feature 4 and 5 meet, shows a strong resonance. Comparing the resonant
data to the spectra measured at other photon energies as shown in Fig. 5.3.6, we identify
feature 4 is a flat band of predominantly 5f character that extends through most of the
BZ and strongly hybridizes with feature 2 and 5, two hole like conduction bands.
Finally we turn to the photon energy dependence of the hole pockets at (pi, pi). Fig.
5.3.8 shows one branch of the hole pocket measured at 92 eV and 97 eV photon energy,
corresponding to off-resonant and the 5d+ 5/2 → 5f resonance [KPM+01], respectively.
To the right of each spectrum is the d and f resolved spectral function as obtained from
the solution of the Anderson lattice model [And61, ML87], that describes the hybridization
of a light d band with a flat f band. The intensity distribution in the off- and on-resonant
data follows almost exactly that predicted by the model calculations, which demonstrates
that also the (pi, pi) pockets are strongly hybridized with the 5f states. Note thate these
3The group of Santander-Syro has measured the same Fermi surface as presented here, with the same
conclusion that it fits very well to the bulk LSDA Fermi surface of the LMAF phase. So far the data is
not published, yet.
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Figure 5.3.7: Waterfall plots of the ARPES spectra of URu2Si2measured at 108 eV
(5d → 5f resonance) with LV polarization at a) 2 K and b) 25 K. In both cases sharp
peaks with a incoherent “tail” can be seen around (pi, 0), (−pi, 0) and (−2pi, 0). The
low intensity for the 25 K spectrum at (−2pi, 0) is due a different sample position. The
sample has been readjusted several times between both spectra, which have not been
measured in direct succession. c) False color plot of the spectrum in a). The black lines
show the LDA band structure. Dashed black lines indicate backfolded bands in the
ST symmetry. The resonating 5f peaks are well observed. d) Second derivative of the
ARPES spectrum in c) close to EF . The red markes indicate the dispersion around
(−pi, 0) fitted from the spectrum in c).
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Figure 5.3.8: a) and c) show ARPES spectra of the (pi, pi) hole pockets mesured at
92 eV and 97 eV, respectively, with LH polarization well above THO. To the right in b)
and d) are plots of the d and f resolved spectral function from the solution of a periodic
Anderson lattice model (figures from [DGA+01]). The ARPES spectra closely resemble
the model calculations, with the off-resonant data showing the conduction bandweights,
while the spectra measured on the 5f resonance indicate the f bandweights.
spectra have been measured well above THO. These observations compare well to what has
been reported in Ref. [DGA+01, DGAS02].
5.3.3 Temperature dependence
Having identified the electronic states of interest, we now address their evolution across
THO. We will concentrate primarily on features 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 5.3.6, all three of which
undergo dramatic modifications across THO. While the lack of obvious kz dispersion makes
it difficult to definitively assign these features to bulk states, their strong temperature
dependence allows us to state conclusively that they are tied to the onset of HO in the bulk.
Moreover, the absence of feature 3 in Rh-doped samples, where the HO state is destroyed
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[YNF+10], further supports the assignment to bulk-derived states. In what follows we will
refer to the states corresponding to feature 3 (‘M’ shaped band) and feature 4 (flat band)
as heavy fermion states and to feature 2 as the conduction band.
To investigate the temperature dependence of the heavy fermion states, we set hν = 31 eV,
a photon energy at which we observe a very high intensity for these features. As shown
in Fig. 5.3.9, above THO only diffuse spectral weight is observed close to the Fermi level,
indicating large scattering rates. The presence of such states is consistent with recent
optical spectroscopy measurements [NUR+12], which again indicates that our ARPES
results reflect bulk properties. As the temperature is lowered below THO, a well-defined
heavy fermion band forms, which becomes progressively sharper and more dispersive upon
cooling. This development is even more apparent in the lower panels of Fig. 5.3.9, where the
corresponding spectrum taken at 25 K has been subtracted. In more conventional Kondo
lattice systems, coherent heavy fermion bands develop only gradually below the Kondo
temperature TK, which is approximately 70 K for URu2Si2. In contrast, we observe only
incoherent states with no clear dispersion, which suddenly gain coherence upon crossing
THO.
To better quantify this temperature dependence, we have analyzed the energy distribution
curves (EDCs) at the momentum indicated (red arrow) in Fig. 5.3.9 a. In Fig. 5.3.10 a the
data were fit to a lorentzian plus a temperature-independent Shirley background [Shi72],
multiplied by a Fermi-Dirac function and finally convolved with the instrumental resolution.
As can be observed in Fig. 5.3.10 b, the scattering rate obtained from the width of the
lorentzian exhibits a sharp drop precisely at THO. The temperature dependence of the
scattering rates is very similar to that of the intensity of the low energy incommensurate
spin fluctuations (see Fig. 5.1.3). Moreover, a decrease in the electronic relaxation rate
upon entering the HO phase has also been reported in recent pump-probe experiments
[DLG+11].
The development of the dispersion is reflected in the shift of the peak of the EDC by
approximately 4 meV (Fig. 5.3.10 c), which is consistent with optical spectroscopy [BGT88,
HNU+12], transport [JBYM07, MMS+96] and tunneling measurements [ASNP+10]. We
note that this energy shift tracks the typical temperature dependence of an order parameter,
supporting the notion that the observed changes in the electronic structure are directly
related to the hidden order parameter. Indeed, this suggests that the changes in the
electronic density of states at the HO transition which are often referred to as the hidden
order gap are instead associated with the formation of a dispersing heavy fermion band
and the onset of the hybridization with the conduction states.
We now turn to the temperature dependence of the conduction band states across THO.
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Figure 5.3.10: (a) Temperature dependence of the EDCs taken at the red arrow in
Fig. 5.3.9 a, with corresponding fits (solid red lines). An instrumental resolution of 6
meV was used in the fits, as obtained from a gold reference. (b) Change in the imaginary
part of the spectral function Σ
′′
. (c) Quasiparticle binding energy with temperature as
extracted from the fits in a. A sharp drop in magnitude observed across THO shown in
b, indicates a dramatic enhancement of the lifetime of the quasiparticles on entering the
hidden order phase.
For this purpose we set hν = 49 eV, where the signal from the conduction band is strongly
enhanced. This is also indicated by the observation, that the intensity of the features that
show a strong resonant enhancement at 108 eV photon energy, namely the top of feature 1,
as well as feature 4 and the bottom of feature 5, are very weak or even absent in this photon
energy range. In Figs. 5.3.11 a-b, we compare spectra measured at 2 K and 20 K, revealing
very strong changes of the conduction band across THO due to the increasing hybridization
with the heavy fermion states as they develop coherence, an observation closely consistent
with recent fourier-transform scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements which track
quasiparticle interference patterns [SHW+10, YFM12]. This is demonstrated clearly in
Fig. 5.3.11 c, where the difference of the spectra measured at 2 K and 20 K is presented.
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The additional spectral weight below THO tracks exactly the dispersion of the ‘M’ band,
showing that the formation of the coherent heavy fermion liquid goes hand in hand with
the hybridization of the conduction band. This situation is summarized schematically in
Fig. 5.3.11 e, showing how variations in the photoelectron matrix elements due to rapidly
changing orbital characters can give rise to an apparent dispersion anomaly as the bands
hybridize. This interpretation also explains the observation of Yoshida et al [YNF+10] that
an ’M’ shaped band suddenly appears in the BZ center below THO. They used a fixed
excitation energy at which the cross section for the heavy fermion states, as observed by us
also above THO at excitation energies between approximately 25 and 35 eV, was too small
to be observed. Thus they only observed traces of the HF states after their hybridization
with the conduction band states, i.e. below THO.
The strong temperature dependence of the heavy fermion states also has tremendous
influence on the Fermi surface topology. Fig. 5.3.12 displays the FS measured at 25 eV
excitation energy at 2 K and 25 K, below and above THO. To the right of the FS maps are
the ARPES spectra corresponding to the cuts marked with a red line. In the BZ center the
low temperature FS consists of a ring that is formed by the M-shaped inner part of the
HF band (feature 3 in Fig. 5.3.6). At ±0.4 2pi
a
there are two half-circle shaped features
which stem from the band marked with a white arrow in c) (feature 5 in Fig. 5.3.6). In the
perpendicular direction along ky those features are only very weak, which is an effect of
photoemission matrix elements. Above THO the HF states are not gapped anymore and
cover a large area of the Fermi surface. The inner circle becomes completely filled with
spectral weight and around it the HF states cover an area shaped like a propeller with
four blades that extend from the BZ center to ±0.4 2pi
a
in kx and ky direction. The top of
feature 5 vanishes below the non-dispersive HF states. As discussed in Ref. [WJM+07], the
large FS reconstruction has a strong influence on the spin excitation spectrum and could
explain the large change in entropy across the HO transition.
Finally we investigate the temperature dependence of the (pi, pi) hole pockets. Fig. 5.3.13
a) and b) show APRES spectra measured at 97 eV photon energy with LH polarization
above and below THO along (1,0,0). The lower panels show that the intensity distribution
for different temperatueres at the center (A) and at the edge (B) of the hole pockets. Only
at B do we observe an increase in intesity between 25.5 K and 1.5 K. The scattering rates
of the peaks at EF don’t seem to undergo any changes with temperature. However, at this
photon energy the resolution might not be good enough to detect changes in the peakwidth
similar to that observed in the 31 eV spectra. The markers indicate the dispersion of
the bands obtained from the EDC maxima. The inset in the low temperature spectrum
compares the dispersion obtained at 1.5 K and 25.5 K. Both dispersions coincide, which
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Figure 5.3.12: Fermi surface measured at 25 eV excitation energy a) at 2 K and b)
at 25 K. The red line mark the spectra shown in c) and d). The white and red arrow
indicate similar points of interest in the individual spectra and the Fermi surface.
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Figure 5.3.13: The temperature dependence of the APRES spectra of the (pi, pi) hole
pockets measured at the 5f resonance at 97 eV photon energy with LH polarization.
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the lower spectrum shows the dispersion of the left hole pocket above and below THO.
The waterfall plots in the lower part show the temperature dependence at the center
and at the sides of the hole pockets, marked with A and B, respectively.
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also might be an effect of the limited resolution at this photon energy. But in contrast
to the temperature dependence observed for features 2 and 4 at 31 eV and 49 eV photon
energy, hybridization between the conduction band states and the 5f states is already
present for the (pi, pi) pockets well above THO, as is also evident from the comparison of on-
and off-resonant spectra with the spectral function of a periodic Anderson model shown in
Fig. 5.3.8. Denlinger et al even observed that here the hybridization persits up to 100 K
[DGA+01, DGAS02], far above the coherence temperature of ≈ 70 K. Considering that the
(pi, pi) pockets are most definately of surface origin (see analysis in chapter 5.3.1), and that
their temperature behaviour is not tied to relevant temperature scales of the bulk. Our
assumption that features 2,3,4 and 5 are not solely of surface origin, but represent bulk
behaviour, thus seems valid.
5.4 Discussion
The emergence of the ‘M’ feature observed here at hν = 49, 27, and 21 eV agrees well with
previous laser ARPES studies at hν = 7 eV [YNF+10, YFH+12], where it was interpreted in
terms of a symmetry reduction and the resulting zone folding in the HO phase. However, the
spectral weight arising from zone folding is typically much weaker than the original bands,
whereas we observe that at certain photon energies (e.g. 49 eV) the ‘M’ feature becomes as
strong as the conduction band and the surface state. In addition, this feature coincides with
the dispersion of the coherent heavy fermion band below THO. Our experiments therefore
indicate that the emerging ‘M’ feature is due to the formation of the heavy fermion liquid
and the onset of hybridization at THO, and not from zone folding. We note that neither in
Refs. [YNF+10, YFH+12] nor in the present study evidence was found for a band, which
moves from above to below the Fermi level with cooling [SSKB+09].
The onset of coherence at THO was also observed in recent scanning tunneling spectroscopy
measurements [SHW+10, YFM12]. However, the ARPES data at hand yield essential new
experimental insights, which were not known previously: (i) Already above THO, incoherent
heavy fermion states exist below the Fermi level. These states explain the observed drop in
the resistivity at around 70 K and the enhanced effective mass deduced from specific heat
measurements [PMB+85], as those states contribute significantly to the electronic density
of states close to the Fermi level.
The new information provided here is that these states exhibit a large scattering rate, do
not show a well-defined dispersion and do not hybridize significantly with the light conduc-
tion band above THO. Note also that the consistency between ARPES and macroscopic
measurements is an indication for the incoherent heavy fermion states being a bulk feature.
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(ii) Upon cooling through THO, the heavy fermion states hybridize with the conduction band
and a coherent heavy fermion liquid rapidly forms. The formation of the latter therefore
occurs in a thermodynamic phase transition which goes along with a dramatic reduction of
the scattering rate. This evolution is in stark contrast with the gradual crossover expected
for more conventional Kondo lattice systems. Interestingly the onset of the HO is directly
tied to the hybridization between the 5f states and the conduction band, an interaction
which appears to be blocked above THO and only becomes active inside the HO phase.
The abrupt drop of the quasiparticle scattering rate at THO shows that the single particle
electronic excitation spectrum is directly sensitive to fluctuations of the hidden order
parameter above THO. Our results therefore indicate an order-disorder transition, as
opposed to a Stoner-type transition, where the degree of freedom that orders does not exist
above THO. Hence, the fluctuations of the hidden order parameter apparently suppress the
coherence of the heavy fermion states and, at the same time, block the hybridization of the
5f states with the conduction band; a fingerprint that might help solve the hidden order
puzzle.
5.4.1 On the Nature of the Heavy Fermion states
The conventional picture of the heavy fermion state is based on the mean field solution
of the periodic Anderson model [ML87]. The picture resulting from this approach is that
of the hybridization between a light conduction band and a flat band slightly above the
Fermi level (see Fig. 5.4.1). Thus the increase in the effective mass is caused by a change
of the Fermi velocity of the conduction band due to the hybridization with the flat band.
In contrast, in the single impurity case, a Kondo resonance peak is formed at the Fermi
level below the Kondo temperature, which is a true many body excitation due to the
formation of the virtually bound state between conduction electrons and the local moments
[Kon64]. This many body nature of the low energy electronic excitations is missing in the
hybridization picture, which makes an interpolation between both models impossible, while
in principle one could imagine to gradually build a Kondo lattice by adding more and more
Kondo impurities to a system, in which case an adiabatic continuation between both limits
seems appropriate.
Klaus Becker, professor at the Technical University of Dresden, and his former PhD
student Steffen Sykora give a new perspective on this topic by deriving a novel solution
to the Kondo lattice problem. In their work4 they first derive a spectral function based
on a second order perturbation expansion in the Kondo exchange of the Kondo lattice
4To be published soon
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Figure 5.4.1: Model of the heavy fermion state at T = 0 arising out of the hybridization
between a flat f band with dispersion εf (k) and a light conduction band with dispersion
εd(k). The increased effective mass arises due to the change in Fermi velocity of the
conduction band (k′F ). The lower panels show the d and f projected spectral function
of the model. Figure from [DGA+01]
Hamiltonian
A(k, ω) ∼ |uk|2δ(εk − ω) +
∑
k′
|vk′k|2〈Sk−k′ · Sk′−k〉. (5.4.1)
The first term is the coherent part and basically just gives the conduction band dispersion
with amplitudes |uk|. The second part describes the incoherent part of the spectral function,
which is usually responsible for liftime broadening effects. Its amplitudes are given by
vk′k ∼ jK
εk′ − εk +
∑
q
2f(εq)− 1
(εq − εk)(εk′ − εq) . (5.4.2)
The first term in Eq. 5.4.2 applies a broadening to the conduction band dispersion.
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The numerator in the second term switches sign when crossing the Fermi energy while
the denominator becomes zero in the case of k′ = kF . Thus this term leads to a true
divergence at the Fermi level for all k. Sykora and Beker argue that this divergence
leads to the well known Kondo resonance. They then use a projective renormalization
approach [BHS02, SBF10] to derive a solution in all orders of jK from which they calculate
numerically the spectral function at T = 0 shown in Fig. 5.4.2 c). No hybridization is
observed between the conduction band electrons and the localized carriers. As a comparison
we show the ARPES spectra measured at 31 eV and 49 eV that show the dispersion
of the heavy Fermion states and the conduction band above THO. In order to recover
thermally occupied spectral weight above EF , the spectra have been devided by a Fermi
distribution function of 45 K. This is higher than the actual measurement temperature
to account for resolution broadening. This procedure, even though commonly used, is
just a crook and does not recover the real initial state spectral function [RYJ10]. Thus
the peak maxima of the HF states in Fig. 5.4.2 a) are shifted towards the Fermi level as
compared to the raw spectra. From the marked dispersions in the ARPES spectra, it is
evident that the HF states are completely dispersionless and the conduction band shows no
signs of renormalization due to hybridization. The fact that HF properties are observed
by thermodynamic measurements well above 25 K gives strong support to the theory of
Sykora and Becker that accounts those properties to the appearance of Kondo resonance
type many body excitations rather than the hybridization of itinerant and localized band
states. The phase coherence of the localized spins is properly retained in their solution and
thus solves the aformentioned discrepancy between the low energy degrees of freedom of
the impurity and the lattice model.
Another important aspect is the sum rule that governs the coherent and incoherent
part of Eq. 5.4.2. Around EF , where the Kondo resonance appears, the amplitudes of
the incoherent part become significant which leads to a depletion of the conduction band
spectral weight. In Fig. 5.4.2 d) we have plotted the intensity distribution of the conduction
band and the HF states around kF obtained from the raw data of Fig. 5.4.2 a) abd b).
The intensities have been scaled arbitrarily for comparison. One can observe that the
conduction band intensity indeed drops in the region where the HF states develope. It
must be mentioned however that the details of the photoemission process are complicated
and thus there can be other reasons for the depletion of conduction band spectral weight
than the appearance of a Kondo resonance. However the agreement between the ARPES
data measured above THO and the properties of the theory developed by Sykora and Becker
are striking.
Another attribute of their solution is, that the Kondo resonance loses spectral weight far
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a) c)
b) d)
T=0
Figure 5.4.2: Comparison of the ARPES spectra measured at 31 eV (a) and 49 eV (b)
with the calculated spectral function obtained from the solution of the Kondo lattice
model within the projective renormalization approach by Sykora and Becker (c). The
ARPES spectra have been devided by the Fermi distribution function of 45 K. The
intensity distribution of the measured spectra within a small region around kF (d) is
obtained from the raw spectra.
away from kF and thus tracks the shape of the FS formed by the conduction bands. This
would explain that above THO a Fermi surface similar in shape to that of the paramagnetic
LSDA FS is observed in ARPES, but which is completely “filled” with spectral weight
(compare Fig. 5.3.2 b and 5.3.12 b). Below THO, when the system settles into the more
conventional heavy Fermi liquid state, most of the HF states gap and reveal a FS in good
agreement with the one predicted for the LMAF phase. Due to the coupling of the Kondo
system to the HO parameter, the actual FS reconstruction is much larger than predicted
by single particle theories.
To clarify whether our hypothesis that the HF states above THO are really the traces
of a Kondo resonance rather than a band, we would need to measure the temperature
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dependence of these features to temperatures above T ∗. A vanishing of these features
above this temperature would be a strong indicator that this feature is indeed an electronic
excitation governed by the Kondo energy scale. These measurements are planned for the
near future but could not be conducted within the timeframe of this PhD thesis.
Another explanation for the observed spectral features could be that the coherence length
of the Kondo lattice is small above THO due to the coupling of the conduction electrons
to (magnetic) fluctuations. Whenever a conduction electron is scattered while hopping
from f -site to f -site it loses its phase information and the phase coherence of the Kondo
lattice can not fully develope. Below THO the fluctuations freeze out and there is a sudden
jump in the coherence length. The spectral HF features observed above THO are thus a
sum local Kondo resonances. It has been shown theoretically in Ref. [YFM12] that the
hybridization gap decreases as a function of the scattering rate of the quasi particles and thus
hybridization above THO might simply be too small to detect in ARPES or quasiparticle
interference [SHW+10]. In this sense our ARPES data would be fully consistent with the
picture developed in Ref. [YFM12].
5.4.2 Localized vs. Itinerant 5f electrons
The comparison of the experimental Fermi surface, established both from ARPES and SdH
measurements [HKM+10], with the one obtained from DFT calculations within the LSDA
[ERA+09] indicates that the U 5f electrons in URu2Si2 are most likely itinerant rather
than localized.
That the FS is a good indicator for the degree of localisation becomes evident when one
looks at the evolution of the bands close to the Fermi level as shown in Fig 5.4.3. Here we
used the scalar-relativistic LDA+U method to apply different values of an effective on-site
correlation potential on the 5f electrons to simulate different values of localization. In
case of U = 0 the 5f electrons are fully itinerant. This case is shown in the upper left
panel of Fig 5.4.3. The colored dots indicate the 5f bandweights. There is a considerable
hybridization between the widely dispersing Ru 4d and Si 3p states and the U 5f states
close to the Fermi level. With increasing U the 5f states are “pushed away” from EF which
is accompanied by a stark reconstruction of the low energy electronic band structure even
for relatively small variations of the U parameter. Some exemplary FS cuts are shown for
U = 0 eV, 4 eV and 8 eV in Fig. 5.4.4. The topology of the FS depends strongly on the
magnitude of U , which has to be taken into account when using any type of calculation
scheme that involves parametrized correlation effects, like Dynamical Meanfield Theory
(DMFT).
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Figure 5.4.3: The scalar relativistic LDA+U band structure of URu2Si2 for different
values of U in units of eV. The colored dots indicate the uranium 5f band weights.
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U = 0 eV U = 4 eV U = 8 eV
Γ
Z
Figure 5.4.4: DFT calculations withing the scalar-relativistic LDA+U method of the
Fermi surface of URu2Si2 at the Γ (upper row) and the Z points (lower row) for different
values of Hubbard U .
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However, it has to be noted that there are also local theories which are successful in
explaining the phenomenology of the hidden order transition. Very recently a theory was
developed by Chandra et al . [CCF13], named “hastatic order”, where a spinor order
parameter hybridizes uranium atom conduction electrons with Ising 5f 2 states to produce
Ising quasi particles. Such an order parameter breaks double time-reversal symmetry and
as such is distinct from conventional magnetism. The hastatic order accounts for the large
entropy at the phase transition, small observed moments and the similarity between the
hidden oder and the LMAF phase under pressure, among other phenomena. Other theories
acknowledge the dual nature of the 5f electrons, being partially localized and partially
itinerant [ZF03, BHR+10].
With the question about the localization of the 5f electrons in URu2Si2 one might
face a similar dilemma as in the cuprate superconductors, where models based on spin
fluctuations and phononic superconductivity can both explain the anomalous properties of
these materials [Pla10]. However, the Fermi surface, which has now been well established
experimentally, provides a strict criterion for validation of all previous and upcoming
theories for the hidden ordered state in URu2Si2.
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Figure 5.5.1: ARPES spectra of URu2Si2 measured at 31 eV photon energy with LV
polarization befor (a) and after (b) measuring the temperature dependence shown in Fig.
5.3.9. Note that the “after” spectrum was measured for much shorter time than the
spectrum in a). c) shows the dispersion of the closed hole band and the heavy fermion
states as determined from the EDC maxima of the spctra in a) and b). No noticable
difference exists in the dispersion of both spectra, from which we conclude that the
samples are not altered by the temperature cycling up to 25 K.
D. Vyalikh has pointed out to us that their RERh2Si2 samples are very sensitive to
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surface contermination and their spectra can be irreversably changed when warming above
20K. To show that our URu2Si2 samples are uneffected by temperature cycling up to 25 K,
we show in Fig. 5.5.1 ARPES spectra from the beginning of the temperature series presented
in Fig. 5.3.9 in comparison to a spectra measured after the completed tempreature series.
The dispersions obtained from the EDC maxima of both spectra coincide.
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Figure 5.5.2: Photon energy dependence of the ARPES spectra of URu2Si2 measured
with LV poalrization along (1, 0, 0) at 2 K. EF was determined by a gold reference for
each energy. Part 1: 19 - 33 eV
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Figure 5.5.3: Photon energy dependence, part 2: 35 - 49 eV
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Figure 5.5.4: Photon energy dependence, part 3: 51 - 65 eV
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Figure 5.5.5: Photon energy dependence, part 4: 67 - 75 eV
6 Effects of transition metal doping on
the electronic structure of BaFe2As2
In this chapter we investigate the electronic structure of iron pnictide superconductors,
especially the role that transition metal substitutes play in the suppression of magnetic order
and the developement of superconductivity. We have performed resonant soft X-ray ARPES
measurements on Co and Ni doped BaFe2As2 on the L2,3 absorption edge of the dopant. We
find that the 3d contribution of the TM dopant is shifted towards higher binding energies
compared to the Fe bands and this shift increases with increasing atomic number. No
considerable dispersion can be detected in the resonance features. We compared our data to
DFT supercell calculations and see a similar trend in the 3d bandweights and the local DOS
of the dopant. Most importantly, we observe in the calculations a shift of the Fermi level by
the amount expected from the additional electrons on the TM sites, while simultaneously the
total Fe 3d DOS stays constant. The additional electrons are counted solely towards the
dopant. Referring to a model of local scatterers in a one-dimensional metallic chain and a
two dimensional square lattice, we find that, while the electronic structure of the model as
a function of the impurity potential behaves similar to what is observed in BaFe2As2, the
effective doping behaves very different. This suggests that the almost rigid band like shift of
the chimcal potential with doping, even in case of Cu, that is observed both theoretically
and experimentally is a peculiarity of the compound, which has strong implications for the
developement of superconductivity.
6.1 Introduction
High temperature superconductivity, first observed in certain copper oxides [BM86], is one
of the big riddles of condensed matter physics. Besides over 25 years of experimental and
theoretical research a detailed microscopic understanding of the effects that lead to the high
transition temperatures in these materials are still not well understood [Pla10]. Thus the
scientific community was thrilled when a new class of materials was discovered, that showed
high transition temperatures of over 40 K, but that was structurally and electronically
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very different from the cupper oxides [Tes09, YSC+09, KWHH08, CWW+08, INH09, PG10,
Ste11]. The iron pnictides crystallize in different layered structures, where iron forms a
square lattice with each iron coordinated thetrahedrally by the pnictide atoms (see Fig.
6.1.1). In contrast to the cuprates, where the low energy electronic structure is often
mapped on a single band, the ferropnictides are multiband systems where all 3d orbitals
contribute to the electronic band structure around the Fermi level. Most stoichiometric
iron pnictide compounds are metallic, while the undoped cuprates are ionic Mott insulators.
Yet, those two families of materials show similar physical properties. They both possess
a magnetically ordered phase that is suppressed by chemical substitution, and eventually
high temperature superconductivity emerges. High hopes were thus placed on the iron
pnictide superconductors to provide new insights into unconventional superconductivity,
that will ultimately lead to a better understanding of the high TC cuprates [Tes09].
"111"
"122"
"1111"
Figure 6.1.1: Illustrations of the different structures of the iron arsenide superconduc-
tors. The main difference is the constitution of the buffer layer between the FeAs layers.
Figure from [PG10].
The difference between the structures of the iron pnictide compounds is the constitution
of the buffer layer that lies between each Fe pnictide layer as illustrated in Fig. 6.1.1.
The 122 iron arsenides form the ThCr2Si2 structure, where the buffer layer is built by an
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earthalkali metal like Ca or Ba. The 122 compound with the highest transition temperature
is Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 with a TC of 38 K. Higher transition temperatures are reached by
the oxopnictides [WLC+08], whose buffer layer is built by lanthanides and oxygen. The
122 parent compound BaFe2As2 is a bad metal with a spin-density wave transition at
around 125 K that is accompanied by a structural tetragonal to orthorhombic transition.
Superconductivity can either be reached by applying hydrostatic pressure [AKG+09], or
by chemical substitution. For the latter, there are three different possibilities, which
were all shown to have a similar influence on the phase diagram as depicted in Fig.
6.1.2: 1) Substitution of an interlayer atom by an alkali metal like potassium [RTJ08],
(2) partial substitution of iron atoms by a neighboring transiton metal (TM), like Co
[NTY+08, SJM+08] or Ni [SJM+08], and elements in the same group [CB10], but not Cu
[CBN+09], which only suppresses magnetism without enhancing TC, as is also the case
when substituting by Cr [SSV+09] and Mn [LSPL10]; and (3) by substituting As for P
[JXX+09].
The origin of the antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase is generally believed to arise out of
Fermi surface nesting between hole pockets around Γ and electron pockets at (pi, pi) (see
Fermi surface in Fig. 6.1.3) [MSJD08, MS09]. In this scenario the magnetic order would
be destabilized by changing the nesting conditions either due to a shift in the chemical
potential or a change in the band widths due to structural distortions1, or by smearing out
the FS features due to increasing disorder. The earthalkali metals do not participate in the
electronic band structure near the Fermi level and due to their electropositive character
act as a charge reservoir that donates most of its valence charge to the iron pnictide layer.
Thus it seems valid to assume that alkali metal substitution within the buffer layer just
changes the number of electrons donated to the FeAs layer, i.e. hole doping. On the
other hand, the change in lattice parameters with potassium substitution around optimal
doping is similar to that aquired by optimal hydrostatic pressure2 on the parent compound
[KKZ+09], which makes a conclusion about the driving mechanism, i.e. charge doping
vs. chemical pressure, that leads to the observed changes with bufferlayer substitution
difficult. Also in the case of transition metal substitution on the Fe sites, different physical
effects must be considered. While Co and Ni have more valence electrons than Fe, and
accordingly a shift of the chemical potential is observed experimentally upon substitution
[NRX+11, IYN+13], they also have a higher core potential and thus destroy the periodicity
1In a multiband system, where the band centers of different bands that cross the Fermi level lie at different
energies, a structural distortion would most certainly effect the bandwidth of bands with different
orbital character in a different way, which would alter the band occupation and thus the FS topology.
Generally however, a change of the band width does not necessarily lead to a change of the FS.
2The pressure at which TC reaches a maximum.
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Figure 6.1.2: a) Phase diagram of the BaFe2As2 family upon chemical subsitution
with K [RTJ08], Co [NTY+08] and P [JXX+09]. b) Phase diagram of BaFe2As2 under
applied external pressure for various techniques. The amount of chemical substitution (x)
and the applied pressure have been normalized in each case to overlap the descent of the
AFM phase. “T” and “O” indicate the tetragonal and orthorhombic phase, respectively.
The dashed line indicates the structural transition temperature. Figure from [PG10].
See references therein for the original work on the pressure dependence.
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Figure 6.1.3: a) LDA Fermi surface of BaFe2As2 in the AFM Brillouin zone with the
chemical potential shifted by an amount expected for 10 % Co dpoing in a rigid band
model [MS09]. Γ lies in the center. b) The kx-ky projection of a simplified FS of the
iron pnictide superconductors with just one hole pocket (h) and one electron (e) pocket.
The proposed s± gap symmetries are drawn as shaded regions. The superconducting
order parameter has no nodes at the Fermi surface but changes sign when going from
hole pockets to electron pockets. Fig. from [PG10]
of the iron sublattice, which leads to a loss of coherence of the Bloch states that make up
the low energy electronic structure [BLGK12, HES11]. A recent DFT study by Wadati
et al even found that the additional electrons accumulate around the TM dopant, which
is experimentally supported by the observed constant charge density around the Fe sites
with Co doping [KBS+11, BAG+11]. On the other hand, a systematic study of Canfield
et al , that studied the effects of Co, Rh, Ni and Pd substitution in BaFe2As2, found that
many thermodynamic properties, including optimal TC , scale exactly with the number of
additional electrons of the TM substitute. From a rigid band perspective, there seems to
be a strong contradiction between the observed shift in the chemical potential, the scaling
of TC with additional charges and simultaneously the fixed electron density around the Fe
sites.
Therefore, the goal of this study is to clarify the influence of TM substitution on the
electronic structure of the 122 iron pnictides, which ultimately leads to the suppression
of magnetic order and the emergence of unconventional superconductivity. To this end
we performed soft X-ray angle resolved photemission spectroscopy on Co and Ni doped
BaFe2As2 single crystals. Tuning the photon energies to the L2,3 absorption edge of Co/Ni,
we were able to see element specific contributions to the band structure. Our experimental
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results are furthermore compared to DFT supercell calculations and one-band impurity
models.
6.2 Details of the experiment and the DFT calculations
The SX-ARPES experiments were conducted at the SX-ARPES end station of the ADRESS
beamline in the Swiss Light Source. In the hν range from 400 to 870 eV, the combined
beamline and analyzer energy resolution including the thermal broadening varied from
50 to 120 meV. If not stated otherwise, the measurements used p-polarized light where
the polarization vector lies in the measurement plane, perpendicular to the analyzer slit.
The measurements were performed at a temperature of 11 K under ultrahigh vacuum of
5.0× 10−11 mbar.
The DFT calculations were preformed using the FPLO version 9.07 developed at IFW
Dresden (see chapter 3.6). The crystal parameters of the 2× 2× 2 supercell are given in
table 6.2.1. A k-mesh of 6 × 6 × 6 k-points, which is sufficient due to the small size of
the BZ, was used to converge the total energy to an accuracy of 10−5 Ry. The exchange
correlation potential used was based on the local density approximation parametrized by
Perdew and Wang [PW92]. The crystal coordinates of the supercell are given in table 6.2.1.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Resonant soft X-ray ARPES
Fig. 6.3.1 a) shows the Fermi surface (FS) of the sample doped with 10 % Co measured
at 400 eV photon energy. Various high symmetry points are marked with dots. The even
and odd BZ centers are shifted by 2pi/c in kz and thus are not identical (see Fig. 6.5.1
d)). Here the features at the BZ centers at (0, 0) and (±2pi,±2pi) appear as circles while at
(±2pi, 0) and (0,±2pi) they appear as a cross. Fig. 6.3.1 b) and c) show the Fermi surface
within the first BZ measured at 777 eV excitation energy with s- and p-polarized light,
respectively. With s-polarized light the feature around the BZ center resembles a small
disk while with p-polarized light it forms a larger circle similar as in to what is seen in
a). As can be seen in Fig. 6.1.3, the center “barrel” in the LDA Fermi surface consits of
two sheets, which are formed by Fe 3d bands of different orbital character (see Fig. 6.1.3
f)). The most plausible explanation for the difference in the center features observed in
b) and c) is that we probe with the different polarizations different FS sheets, which is
an effect of photoemission matrix elements that can vary strongly as a function of band
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Table 6.2.1: Crystal coordinates of the supercell
Spacegroup PM(6)
a, c (A˚) 7.925
b (A˚) 13.0168
α, β, γ (◦) 90,90,90
Wyckhoff positions
Ba1 (0.75,0,0) Fe4 (0.75,0.75,0.25)
Ba2 (0.25,0,0) Fe5 (0.25,0.75,0.25)
Ba3 (0.75,0,0.5) Fe6 (0.75,0.75,0.75)
Ba4 (0.25,0,0.5) Fe7 (0.25,0.75,0.75)
Ba5 (0.5,0,0.25) As1 (0.75,0.3545,0)
Ba6 (0.5,0.5,0.25) As2 (0.25,0.3545,0)
Ba7 (0,0.5,0.75) As3 (0.75,0.3545,0.5)
Ba8 (0.5,0.5,0.75) As4 (0.25,0.3545,0.5)
Fe1 (0,0.25,0) As5 (0,0.8545,0.25)
Fe2 (0.5,0.25,0) As6 (0.5,0.8545,0.25)
Co/Ni/Cu (0,0.25,0.5) As7 (0,0.8545,0.75)
Fe3 (0.5,0.25,0.5) As8 (0.5,0.8545,0.75)
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symmetries and photon polarization (see chapter 2.6). The same is true for the electron
pockets at (±pi,±pi), which are only well resolved with s-polarized light. Overall we find
that the observed FS topology is in good agreement with UV-ARPES data [ZIE+09]. The
red line in a) marks the k-space orientation of the cut shown in Fig. 6.3.1 d) measured
at 777 eV, ≈ 2 eV below the Co L2,3 absorption edge. A similar cut is shown for the Ni
doped sample in Fig 6.3.1 e). While the FSs show the raw photoemission data, we used the
second derivate in energy direction for both cuts to make the main features more visible. In
both cases the hole pocket at the various BZ centers is well resolved. The difference in the
intensity of the hole pocket and the lower part of the band structure for the two samples
can be understood when one compares the SX-ARPES spectra to the DFT bandweights
of Fe in the undoped compound shown in Fig. 6.3.1 d). The lower part of the 3d band
complex is predominantly of x2 − y2 character while at the top of the hole pocket the
contribution from the xz, yz, and xy orbitals dominates. The APRES spectra for the
two different samples have been measured at two different photon energies roughly 80 eV
apart. Thus the intensity difference in both spectra is most likely an effect of photoemission
matrix elements and we are sensitive to the different orbital characters at the two excitation
energies. This aspect is discussed in more detail in chapter 6.5.
Another aspect that is apparent from the comparison of the ARPES data with the DFT
calculations is the band renormalization in the real compound. While the occupied Fe 3d
band complex extends down to −2 eV in the calculations, the bottom of the x2 − y2 band
just extends to −0.6 eV in the Co-doped sample. The same is true for the Ni doped sample,
as can be seen in Fig. 6.5.1 a). The effect of mass renormalization in BaFe2As2 has been
discussed in Ref. [SES+09], where good qualitative and quantitative agreement between
UV-ARPES and LDA+DMFT calculations has been found. The many body effects in the
DMFT treatment with a Hubbard U of 2 eV most notably renormalize the band width to
the same value as observed in (SX-)ARPES, while qualitatively the obtained band structure
resembles that obtained by calculations within the LDA. The mass renormalization has
been calculated as m∗/m ≈ 2.
We now turn to the results of the resonant measurements. We investigated two different
compounds, Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 and Ba(Fe0.95Ni0.05)2As2. Fig. 6.3.2 shows a collection of
angle integrated spectra measured at various photon energies across the Co and Ni L2,3
absorption edge, respectively. In case of the Co doped sample, we see a clear resonance
within the Fe bands (marked with an arrow). In contrast, the Fe peak seems to have
constant intensity in case of the Ni doped sample. Instead there is a weak resonance at
around -1.4 eV, well below the Fe bands. This feature is later identified as the Ni 3d
impurity band. Another resonance effect is observed within the two peaks at -3.5 eV
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and -5 eV. By comparison with band structure calculations (not shown) and hard X-ray
photoemission results [JHH+09], those can be attributed to As 4p states. While in the Co
doped sample the Auger peak lies below the As 4p states at the start of the resonance edge
and might be responsible for the enhancement in intesity of the As states, the Ni Auger
peak starts at around -8 eV and here a resonant enhancement of the As 4p states can be
clearly observed. This indicates the strong hybridization between the As and the Fe layer.
Besides the Auger peak, there is another dispersive feature in the spectra of the Co doped
sample, that disperses in the opposite direction, well beyond the Fermi level. This is a core
level excitation due to second harmonic radiation in the incoming photon beam. In the
later analysis, this feature is removed by fitting a Lorentzian to the core excitation peak
and subtracting it from the spectra. Such a feature is absent for the Ni spectra.
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Figure 6.3.2: Angle integrated spectra as a function of photon energy for Co and Ni
doped BaFe2As2 across the L2,3 absorption edge of Co and Ni.
In Fig. 6.3.3 we show angle integrated spectra for both compounds, measured at fixed
photon energies. The first excitation energy used (red curve) lies 2 eV/1 eV below the L2,3
absorption edge in case of Co/Ni, while the second energy (blue curve) lies 2 eV/1.5 eV
behind the absorption maximum. In order to avoid that the broad Auger feautures overlap
with the region of interest close to EF , we did not measure at the maximum of the resonance.
To identify the changes that occur due to the resonant enhancement of the Co and Ni 3d
states, we take the difference between the on and off resonant spectra, which is indicated
as a green area. The curves have been aligned to overlap at the Fermi edges, and no
normalisation of the data has been done. In case of Co we observe a resonant enhancement
that has a maximum around −0.6 eV, about 200 meV below the Fe 3d band maximum,
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leading to a slight broadening of the Fe peak. This observation is in line with recent
resonant photoemission studies by Levy et al. [LSC+12]. For Ni doping, the shift of the 3d
states compared to is larger than for Co, and we observe a small peak appearing in the
resonance centered around −1.4 eV, which only slightly overlaps with the Fe peak. This
observation is equivalent to that obtained by camparison of the undoped and the Ni doped
compound [KBH+13]. The origin of the negative dip close to the Fermi level, that appears
in the difference of the on- and off-resonant data in case of Co, is currently unclear. As
mentioned previously, the large green area below −6 eV corresponds to the Auger peak
(see also [KBH+13]). While angle integrated resonant PES has been performed previously
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Figure 6.3.3: Comparison of angle integrated on- and off-resonant photoemission
spectra for BaFe2As2 doped with 10% Co (a and c) and 5% Ni (b and d). Lower panels
show a magnification of the area close to the Fermi level.
on TM substituted BaFe2As2 [KBH
+13], in this experiment we could go one step further
and analyze the angular dependence of the TM impurity states. In Fig. 6.3.4 a) and b)
we compare on- and off-resonant spectra for a number of different emission angles. As
one can see from the difference plots in Fig. 6.3.4 c) and d) no considerable dispersion is
observed in the 3d contributions of either Co or Ni. However one has to take into account
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that the experimental energy resolution of about 0.1 eV and especially in the case of Ni
the statistics with respect to the resonance feature is low. The apparently large negative
dip in the difference of the Ni sample is most likely due to photoemission matrix element
effects. It occurs in a small k-space region only, where the Fe hole pocket is particularly
intense (see discussion above). The absolute value of the dip however is small and does not
contribute much to the overall sum as seen in Fig. 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Supercell calculations
We calculated the electronic structure of a 2× 2× 2 supercell with eight inequivalent iron
positions, where one Fe atom was substituted by either Co, Ni or Cu, which corresponds to
a doping level of 1/8. The crystal coordinates are given in table 6.2.1. The supercell still
has a high degree of symmetry and is inadequate to reproduce effects of disorder that would
be present in the real material. A method that has been used by Berlijn et al [BLGK12]
in order to simulate disorder effects is to calculate many different TM distributions and
later average the electronic band structure. Their study shows that with increasing core
potential of the TM, the Fermi surface features smear out and that in this case the electron
dopig can not be determined using the Luttinger count. In this study we neglect effects
of disorder in the DFT calculations for reasons of simplicity and because we are more
intereseted in the binding energy of the 3d levels, effects of electron doping and charge
localization.
In Fig. 6.3.5 we plot the 3d bandweights of the dopant in the supercell. To the right of
each bandweight plot is the corresponding 3d projected density of states (DOS) of each
dopant compared to the iron 3d DOS. The lower panel shows the orbital projected 3d
DOS of the dopant in the energy range of the Fe 3d complex. As one can clearly see, a
similar trend as observed experimentally is present also in the DFT calculations. The 3d
bandweights of the dopant shift to higher binding energy and become more localized with
increasing atomic number. The Co bandweights are more or less evenly spread among
the iron band complex with only a slight average shift of about 0.5 eV estimated by eye
from the comparison of the 3d DOS of Co and Fe. The Ni states already lie at the bottom
of the Fe band complex around −1.8 eV, in good agreement with the experimetnal data,
and the main weight is confined to a much smaller energy window of about 1 eV. The Cu
states lie between -3.5 eV and -4 eV, well below the Fe states, showing no considerable
dispersion. The value for the Cu 3d binding energy matches that observed from PES by
comparing doped and Cu doped compounds [KBH+13]. In the local 3d density of states
(lDOS) plots it is clearly seen that the contribution to the Fe states near the Fermi level
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Figure 6.3.4: a) and b) Comparison of on- (blue) and off-resonant (red) photoemission
intensities for different emission angles measured at the Co and Ni L2,3 absorption edge
with linear vertical polarized light (E-field vector in the scattering plane). c and d)
Difference of on- and off resonant spectra for various emission angles. The dashed lines
are a guide to the eye.
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decreases considerably when going from Co to Cu. While the hybridization of the dopant
with the iron states decreases, the hybridization with the As 4p states at -3 eV and -5 eV
increases, which can be seen both from the DOS and the bandweight plot.
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Figure 6.3.6: This figure shows the unfolded Fe bandweights near the Fermi level in
the a) Co dopend, b) Ni doped and c) Cu doped supercell. It is clearly seen that the
Fermi level shifts with respect to the top of the hole like band at the Γ point and the
electron pockets at around ±0.7 2pi/a. The gaps are due to the perdiodic potential
created by the impurity in our suprecell approach. The size of the gaps increases with
increasing scattering potential of the TM. The lower panels show the corresponding 3d
DOS of Fe and the dopant. The red arrow marks the upper limit of the gap at around
±0.35 2pi/a. Also in the DOS the shift of the Fermi level is apperent.
Fig. 6.3.6 shows the unfolded orbital resolved Fe 3d bandweights close to the Fermi
level in each of the three supercells (see chapter 3.6.2 regarding the unfolding process).
Compared to the band structure of the undoped normal cell in Fig. 6.3.1 we see a lot of
additional gaps that get larger with increased atomic number of the dopant. Those gaps are
due to the supercell-periodic potential created by the impurities. In the real compound the
dopants are distributed randomly throughout the crystal and those gaps would no longer
be observed as clear gaps via photoemission. Instead the Bloch spectral density would be
deviating from sharp peaks due to the self energy induced by the disorder, created by the
random scattering potential of the dopants, which will redistribute spectral weight and
create more incoherent smeared out features. This effect increases as we go from Co to Cu,
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due to the increasing strength of the scattering potential. The size of the Bragg gaps in our
supercell calculation also depends on the strength of the scattering potential, and in this
sense, while not present in the real compound, the gaps give a measure of the scattering
strength. Another important change is the shift of the Fermi level with respect to the Fe
bands. Even in the case of Cu, whose 3d contributions lie well below the Fe 3d bands, the
Fermi level still shifts upwards. The lower panels in Fig. 6.3.6 show the corresponding
Fe and TM 3d DOS close to EF . The valley in the DOS marked by the red arrow is a
result of the Bragg gap that produces the “mustache” disperson from the top of the hole
pocket at the Fermi level. It is clearly observed that the distance between the top of the
gap marked by the arrow and the Fermi level increases when going from Co to Cu. In order
to quantify the shift of the Fermi level, we integrate the Fe 3d DOS and the TM 3d DOS
from the red arrow up to EF , sum up both values for each compound, and then take the
difference between the value obtained for the Co compound and the Ni compound, as well
as for the Ni and the Cu compound. This analysis yields 0.15 additional electrons per Fe
site in case of Ni compared to Co and 0.11 additional electrons in case of Cu compared to
Ni. These values are close to the values expected in the rigid band case of 0.125 additional
electrons per Fe site. The choice for the starting point of the integration is based on the
assumption that the number of electronic states in the top of the hole bands above the
Bragg gap is more or less constant. While this assumption is porbably correct for the
xy-band (red), it might not hold for the degenerate xz and yz bands (green and yellow),
which have electronic states within the gap, and thus the values have to considered as a
rough approximation to the real electron doping per Fe site. Our findings are however in
good agreement with the values obtained by Konbu et al [KNIA11], who determined the
number of electrons doped by Co and Ni in oxopnictide supercells, with a total doping of
around 5 %, by the Luttinger count of the unfolded Fermi surface. Their values also closely
resemble the electron doping expected from a rigid band shift. Experimentally it has been
found that Ni and Cu dope less carriers than expected from a rigid band shift [IYN+13].
The observation of a shift of the Fermi level with TM substitution is contrasted by the
fact, that if one integrates the full Fe 3d DOS up to the Fermi level, the total number of
states does not grow with doping. Instead the number of electrons counted towards the
Fe sites stays more or less constant (around 3d7). Doing the same for the 3d DOS of the
TM, we find a configuration of the 3d shell of 3d8 for Co, 3d9 for Ni and 3d9.6 in case of
Cu3. These values of the 3d configuration of the TM are in very good agreement with what
3The value 3d9.6 instead of 3d10 is an effect of the increased hybridization with the As 4p states, which
leads to an increase of the occupation of the Cu 4s and 4p states. Overall the analysis of the DOS yield
one electron more for Cu compared to Ni.
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has been found by other DFT studies, and more importantly, with an experimental study
that analyzed the Auger peak structure of the TM for Co, Ni and Cu doped BaFe2As2
[KBH+13]. The fact that if we integrate the Fe and TM DOS close to the Fermi level, we
obtain a nearly rigid band behaviour for the doping, and in contrast the constant value
for the full integral of the occupied Fe 3d DOS can only be explained by a spectral weight
transfer from the Fe to the impurity that exactly compensates the additional electronic
states available in the Fe bands due to the shift in EF . This spectral weight comes from the
whole (occupied) Fe 3d DOS and is not noticable when we inegrate only a small portion of
the DOS. This fact is discussed further in the next section.
6.4 Discussion
Our SX-ARPES measurements conclusively show that the 3d contribution of the TM
dopant to the electronic band structure of the 122 iron pnictides is shifted in energy with
respect to the iron bands and this shift increases with increasing atomic number of the TM.
Those observations are in line with the results of the DFT supercell calculations, where
we find that the TM 3d bandweights shift to higher binding energies when going from Co
to Cu and that their contribution to the Fe 3d band complex diminishes. However, the
actual value of the shift is different in the experiment and the theory. In the APRES data
we find the Co and Ni contributions to peak at -0.6 eV and -1.4 eV, respectively, compared
to -1 eV and -1.8 eV estimated from the center of mass of the Co and Ni 3d DOS. On the
other hand, the LDA calculations neglect many body effects that lead to the observed band
renormalization discussed above, and thus a much larger band width is observed in the
calculations than in the experiment.
The calculations further reveal that the 3d configuration of Fe stays constant around 3d7
and is not influenced by TM substitution, in line with previous DFT calculation [WES10]
and experimental findings of a constant charge density around the Fe sites with Co doping
[KBS+11, BAG+11]. Furthermore the observed 3d configurations of 3d9 for Ni and 3d9.6
for Cu are in good agreement with results from recent Auger spectroscopy experiments
[KBH+13]. Overall the Fe/TM sites are charge neutral in the DFT calculations, with one
electron in the 4s orbital and the rest in the 3d shell. From the periodic table one would
expect a configuration of 4s23d6 for elemental Fe. Due to the close proximity of the 4s
and the 3d states, however, the actual occupation can be different in Fe compounds due to
effects of hybridization and crystal field that alter the position of the energy levels. The
occupation in the DFT claculations is also very different from simple ionic considerations,
where As is usually assigned a charge of −3 and accordingly Ba and Fe a charge +2. We
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indeed find Ba to be close to +2, but As has a net charge of −1 and the Fe/TM sites
are charge neutral. The simplified ionic picture, while a useful tool to determine the sum
formula of a compound, can only give a realistic account of the charges in case of ionic
salts, like NaCl or CaF2, where the difference in electronegativity between the constituents
is large (≈ 2 in Pauling units). In BaFe2As2 the difference between the electronegativity
of Fe and As is merely ≈ 0.4 and the bonding between the two can be expected to be
covalent rather than ionic. This might in part explain that Fe and the TM substitutents are
found, besides the redistribution between 4s and 3d charges, in their respective elemental
configuration.
Considering the occupation numbers of the Fe/TM sites, the almost rigid band like shift
of the Fermi level, that we deduce by integrating the DOS close to the Fermi level and
that in another study was determined by the size of the unfolded Fermi surface sheets,
is very surprising. To clarify whether the observed behaviour is a peculiarity of the iron
pnictides or whether this can be explained solely by impurity scattering we created a model
to estimate the influence of the impurity potential on the electronic structure as well as
its influence on the chemical potential.4 We considered two different cases: a linear chain
and a square plane with a dopant concentration of x = 1
8
. The model consist of a nearest
neighbor tight binding Hamiltonian with hopping t and onsite energies ε0 and ε0 − Vimp
for the host and dopant respectively. We constructed large chains/planes with a randomly
chosen distribution of the dopant atoms and employed peridodic boundary conditions. The
model size was 1000 atoms for the chain and 50 × 50 for the planar model. The onsite
energy of the host gets absorbed into the definition of the Fermi level, leaving only one
parameter Vimp/W , where W is the bandwidth. We diagonalized the Hamiltonian and used
500 energy points to calculate the integrated density of states (IDOS). An imaginary energy
part was used to smoothen the results based on the spacing of the eigenvalues. We checked
that we do not need to average the results over various different random distributions of
the dopant. The supercells used here are large enough to approximate an infinite lattice
with random impurities.
The calculated DOS for different values of Vimp and W are plotted in Fig. 6.4.1. It is
evident that the DOS of the impurity sites behaves very similar as a function of the impurity
potential as what is experimentally and theoretically observed for the TM impurities in
BaFe2As2. Namely, with increasing impurity potential, the contribution of the impurity
DOS to the Bloch bands of the host dimishes and forms an increasingly localized structure
shifted to higher binding energies with respect to the host bands. If one integrates the total
4The impurity model calculations were done by Klaus Koepernik and he provided us with the results and
we discussed the implications for our study on the TM doped pnictides.
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DOS from the beginning one finds that in the impurity case the IDOS is shifted to the left
in comparison to that of the pure compound. Becasue the integral over the DOS yiealds
the number of electronic states, the Fermi level in the impurity case is shifted down when
the number of charges is kept constant and only the impurity potential is altered, and this
shift increases with increasing Vimp. This is due to the fact that the impurity bands form
at lower and lower energies. Losely speaking, the impurity band center is shifted down
with respect to the host bands and also its bandwidth decreases, thus “pulling” previously
unoccupied band states to lower binding energies. This is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 6.4.2. Finally, we determined the critical filling ncrit as a function of the impurity
potential Vimp/W such that the Fermi level stays unchanged with respect to its undoped
reference value, which we put at 0.7 filling, corresponding to a 3d7 configuration for Fe.
The critical filling is related to the dopants 3d charge q via ncrit = (1− x) 0.7 + x q10 . For a
given impurity potential there is a critical dopant charge above which electrons are doped
into the system. For values of Vimp and W corresponding to Co, Ni and Cu as extracted
from the DFT calculations, charge would effectively be doped in both the 1D and the
2D case (see Fig. 6.4.3). The amount of charge doping is, however, marginal for these
parameters and depends on the details of the electronic structure, which we conclude from
the fact that the critical filling is different in the 1D and the 2D case. This behaviour is in
stark contrast to the results from DFT supercell calcultions for the real system, where the
doping is found to be almost rigid band like. Of course our model is much to simplistic to
be compared directly to the iron pnictides. We consider only a one band model, compared
to a multiorbital system with different sorts of atoms in the real case. Nevertheless, we can
conclude from the impurity calculations that generally an increased impurity potential on
the dopant can offset the shift of the chemical potential due to additional charges. Why
the iron pnictides show the observed rigid band behaviour upon TM substitution, and
whether other compounds, like the TM chalcogenides, behave similar remains to be seen
and will be topic of future studies. We also want to discuss the above results with respect
to recent experimental findings by Ideta et al [IYN+13]. By measuring the Fermi surface
along kz with ARPES for Co, Ni and Cu doped BaFe2As2, they observed that the chemical
potential shift per additional TM charge decreases from Co, where it is almost rigid band
like, to Cu, where the actual doping is determined to be half the value of that of Co for the
same doping concentration. Their results suggest that the impurity potential indeed has an
influence on the chemical potential of TM doped BaFe2As2, and that in contrast to DFT
calculations, the behaviour is different from rigid band. On the other hand, their data for
hole and electron concentration deduced from the FS of Co and Ni almost coincide within
the errors for all measured dopings. Only for Cu dopings > 4% the effective doping seems
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Figure 6.4.1: Calculated DOS and IDOS of a 1D metallic chain and a 2D square lattice
with random impurities for different values of the impurity potential Vimp. The values of
Vimp correspond to Co, Ni and Cu as depicted from the LDA calculations. The impurity
DOS shows a similar trend as observed in the LDA calculations, namely it shifts to
higher binding energies and becomes increasingly localized when Vimp increases. At the
same time the Fermi level is shifted down as well because the impurity potential shifts
the band centers on the impurity sites and thus pulls down states from above the Fermi
level as well.
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Figure 6.4.2: Schematic illustration of the effect of an increasing impurity potential
in a one band model on the band structure and the shift of the Fermi level. The left
side shows the shift of the local energy levels in a multi level system due to an increased
on-site potential. The whole energy spectrum is shifted to lower energies and previously
unoccupied levels shift below the Fermi energy. The right side shows a simplified effect
of random impurites in a lattice for various strengths of the impurity potential. The
bandwidth of the impurity band decreases and the band center shifts to lower energies.
Previously unoccupied impurity band states now become occupied which leads to a shift
of the Fermi level with respect to the host bands.
to deviate much from the rigid band behaviour. However, for Ni they observe a closing
of the hole pockets for TM concentrations > 8%, while for Cu this happens already for
doping concentrations above 4%, which indicates that Cu dopes more electrons than Ni or
influences the electronic structure in other ways which lead to the early closing of the hole
Fermi surface. Thus only the Cu doped compounds where the hole pocket is already closed
at EF show a notable difference from the rigid band behaviour. That the impurity potential
is the driving force behind the observed behaviour is not conclusively supported by their
data. Berlijn et al [BLGK12] also pointed out that with increasing impurity scattering,
the Luttinger theorem breaks down and the band filling determined from the size of the
FS does not correspond to the true filling. As one can see in Fig. 6.3.6 the Bragg gaps in
the supercell, and thus the scattering potential, increase drastically from Co to Cu, and
that at higher doping concentrations of Cu, impurity scattering might indeed influence the
Luttinger count of the Fermi surface.
In conclusion we provide several new insights into the effects of transition metal substi-
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Figure 6.4.3: Critical doping needed to offset the downshift of the Fermi level due to
the influence of the impurity potential for the 1D metallic chain and the 2D square
lattice with random impurities.
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tution on the electronic structure of BaFe2As2. First, we definitely establish the spectral
distribution of the Co and Ni 3d states within the band structure by element and orbital
selective resonant SX-ARPES on the Co and Ni L2,3 resonance edge. By comparison of
our results to DFT supercell calculations, we find a good qualitative agreement between
the observed shift of the TM 3d states in photoemission and in the calculations. In the
calculations we further observe a constant Fe 3d charge independent of doping and simul-
taneously a shift of the Fermi level almost as large as expected from a rigid band shift,
in good agreement with previous DFT studies [WES10, KNIA11]. By performing model
calculations that involve only randomly distributed impurity scatterers in a one band model,
we find that in fact the formation of localized impurity states and charge doping can both
occur in such a simplistic system, but that the effective doping can be smaller than the
nominal additional charge from the dopant. Thus we show that there is no contradiction
between both effects and that the formation of localized impurity states and charge doping
are expected to happen simultaneously in TM doped BaFe2As2 and other metallic transition
metal compounds as well. That the shift of the chemical potential behaves almost rigid
band like in the real compound, is, however, surprising.
The question whether impurity scattering or electron doping is responsible for the
suppression of magnetism and the developement of superconductivity upon TM doping
can not be answered conclusively by our study. The shift of the Fermi level and thus the
change of the Fermi surface topology is expected to have big effects on the magnetic SDW
order, as it changes nestig conditions. Furthermore impurity scattering and the loss of well
defined FS features [BLGK12] will also effect the amplitude of the Lindhardt susceptibility
and destabilize density wave ordering. Thus it might be impossible to distinguish both
effects and most probably they both act togehter to produce the thermodynamic effects
observed in TM substituted BaFe2As2. On the other hand, the impurity potential of Co is
small and with Co substitution, losely speaking, one gets as close to pure electron doping
as one can get in those compounds. While the impurity potential for Ni is significantly
larger, the amount needed for optimal TC is only about 5 %, half as much as for Co, so
it is unlikely that the effects of disorder on the electronic structure increase significantly
from optimally Co doped BaFe2As2 to optimally Ni doped BaFe2As2. Additionaly, the fact
that the thermodynamic proterties of TM doped BaFe2As2 scale well with the nominal
number of additional electrons [CB10], identifies the destabilization of the SDW state
due to a shift in the chemical potential and the associted change in FS topology as the
most likely mechanism for the increase in TC . It is even possible that impurity scattering
destabilizes both, the SDW state and superconductivity, and that only due to the observed
rigid band behaviour, the effects from the charge doping compensate the effects due to
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impurity scattering. This would be consistent with the observation, that by doping in the
buffer layer in both the 122 and the 1111 compounds, higher transition temperatures can
be reached compared to optimal TM substitution.
6.5 Additional information
Below we discuss the difference in intensities for the x2 − y2 and the xz,yz and xy derived
bands at photon energies 777 eV and around 850 eV as shown in Fig. 6.3.1 c) and d).
In Fig. 6.5.1 a) and b) we show two ARPES spectra of Ni doped BaFe2As2 measured at
770 eV and 850 eV. We see directly that for the (0, 0) emission the spectrum measured at
770 eV photon energy has the same intensity distribution as the spectrum for the Co doped
compound in Fig. 6.3.1 c). As we further see for the (−2pi, 0) and the (−4pi, 0) emission,
the intensity distribution varies between Brillouin zones. The explanation for this effect
most likely stems from the fact that each emission from a different angle has a different
kz value as well. Fig. 6.5.1 c) shows the kz dispersion of the Ni doped sample. This map
is generated by measuring the ARPES spectrum along the normal of the sample surface
for various photon energies, and then plot the spectral intensity at the Fermi level as a
function of the photon energy. Here, normal emission corresponds to roughly 6◦ emission
angle. Due to the stacking of neighbouring Brillouin zones shown in d), features shifted by
±4pi along kx or ky are identical in kz, while features shifted by ±2pi are shifted by 2pi/c
in kz. If we follow, however, the dashed horizontal lines that mark the direction of the
measured ARPES spectra, we see that we do not cut at the same kz for equivalent BZs.
This is due to the contribution of the photon momentum, which at 1000 eV equates to
roughly 5% of the BZ size. Note that the tilt of the center and the left column is not en
effect of dispersion but an effect of the axis units. The photon energy is plottet versus the
emission angle, which relates to different values of k|| at different photon energies. The
labeling was chosen due to technical issues with the data processing. As evident in the
photon energy map, the intensity of bands of different orbital character varies strongly with
kz, which is the reason for the observed difference in the intensity of the hole pocket at
777 eV and 852.4 eV in Fig. 6.3.1 c) and d).
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Figure 6.5.1: ARPES spectra of Ni doped BaFe2As2 measured at a) 770 eV and b)
850 eV excitation energy. c) The measured kz dispersion of Ni doped BaFe2As2. The
dashed lines mark the excitation energies of the spectra in a) and b). Normal emission
corresponds to 6◦ emission angle. Note that the tilt of the center and the left column is
not en effect of dispersion but an effect of the axis units. The photon energy is plottet
versus the emission angle, which relates to different values of k|| at different photon
energies. The labeling was chosen due to technical issues with the data processing. d)
Schematic of the body centered tetragonal Brillouin zone (from Ref. [KFT+11]). Note
the stacking of neighboring zones, which are shifted by pi/a along kz. e) Constant energy
cut in the (kx,ky)-plane 100 meV below the Fermi energy of Ni doped BaFe2As2.
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